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Critter contraceptives?
Researchers to reduce squirrel damage to trees through population control.
LOUISE GOODMAN
STAFF WRITER

Walking to class one afternoon, Blake Daniel pops a piece
of gum into his mouth and casually saunters over to a nearby
trash can to toss away the wrapper. As he reaches to drop the
piece of cellophane, his hand is
suddenly met by an unexpected
tickle from the whiskers of a
gray squirrel.
"It came out of nowhere!"
said Daniel. "I should be used
to this by now; it wouldn't
be the first time a squirrel's
jumped out of a random place
at me."
Like all who traverse the
Clemson campus, the freshman engineering major's daily
strolls are often punctuated by
sightings of the frisky creatures.
This daily contact has lead to
varying opinions on Clemson's
furry residents. While some
think they are adorable assets to
the University's campus, others

New music site allows
student to legally download a variety of tunes.
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are disconcerted by how little
wariness the squirrels seem to
have when it comes to racing
out in front of automobiles,
scampering across sidewalks
and darting out of trashcans.
The gray squirrel population has exploded across the
Clemson community mainly
because the environment holds
few predators for the furry
rodents. As cute as the squirrels
may be, Clemson's landscaping
crews say they are doing serious damage to the campus plant
life. Gray squirrels' habit of
gnawing and stripping bark can
destroy even fully grown trees.
In fact, landscaping crews
have recorded more than 100
trees completely destroyed by
the squirrels. Additionally, 100
more trees have been documented as having squirrelinduced damage.
An arborist not affiliated
with Clemson stated that the
see CONTROL page A4

IPTAY limits parking

Cell phones and brain
cancer: harm or hoax?

New.proposal to infringe on student game day parking.
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a
"After months of
trades, free
agency and
spring training,
teams are finally
playing games
that matter in the
standings.
-RYAN LAUNIUS
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The overpopulation of gray squirrels is contributing to the damage of the campus
environment.
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Last week Student Senate heard IPTAY's
proposal to use parking lot Rl on home football
games, leaving on-campus residents to use alternative parking.
IPTAY currently uses 300 spaces in parking
lot Rl on game day but would like to use all
1,300 spots this fall.
The on-campus residents assigned to park in
the lot will be required to move their vehicles
to the Kite Hill parking, or lots P-01 and C-01,
adjacent to the fire station, 12 hours before the
game starts.
The proposal is yet to be finalized, but will
ensure security guards in the lot, safety lighting
and sufficient transportation to and from the lot,
provided by IPTAY.
The proposal will offer a solution to the
traffic congestion that builds on Perimeter Road
between Highway 123 and Cherry Road by redirecting vehicles to park in Lot Rl.
Approximately 40,000 vehicles enter campus
on a home game, twice its usual occupancy of
20,000.
IPTAY Director of Operations Bill D'Andrea
explained the additional vehicles in a limited
space results in dangerous situations, including
car accidents and illegal parking on curbs and in
pedestrian areas.
"It truly is a safety issue," said D'Andrea. He
also acknowledges
the inconvenience,
but hopes for students to cooperate, keeping in
mind it is a necessary precautionary measure.
Parking
on
home games has
become increasingly
limited with the
expansion of
Clemson facilities.
D'Andrea estimates IPTAY has lost
6,500 parking spaces in the

past 6 to 7 years, when the use of Bowman, the
band practice field and the indoor track location
became unavailable.
Director of Parking Services Geary Robinson
agrees limited parking is a continuous problem.
"We will tow approximately 50 to 60 cars on
average per game," he said.
Some Clemson students have no complaints
about the possibility of less on-campus parking
during football season.
"Part of what makes football season great
is the atmosphere, which means making alumni
and all the fans be able to take part in the
experience," said sophomore philosophy student
Elizabeth Foshee.
"I am not worried about the new proposal, I
believe students' best interest will be represented
by student government, and besides, it's a minor
inconvenience only a few days a year."
Others are upset that the accommodation of
football fans is at the expense of students.
This year students paid between $100-$ 134
depending on their academic year for a parking
permit and not all Clemson students are concerned with school athletics.
"I think this is only one example of the mess
that is Clemson parking, it would be more beneficial if administration could find new long-term
solutions to the problem instead
of limiting parking for paying students," said sophomore nursing
student Ashley DeCristofaro.
Final plans for
W
Jk
the proposal are
\\
AT
l>ein8 discussed
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with both under. ]
graduate
student
\i
T government current
m president Josh Bell
and next year's president Callie Boyd.
Student Senate
will need to
approve any
IPTAY
roposal

for it
to be enacted.

Surveying
college life
Professor investigates crucial
period of growth and discovery.
WHITTNEY FARROW
STAFF WRITER

What makes college years so special and pivotal
in a person's life? For most, the time spent at college
is meant for self-discovery, for becoming an adult
before entering the "real world."
Research is currently being done about this crucial time in a person's life.
Martie P. Thompson, Ph.D., conducts surveys on
first-year college students' experiences and relationships.
Thompson is a Research Professor in the
Department of Public Health Sciences and the
Director of the Center for Research and Collaborative
Activities here at Clemson University.
A theory known as Emerging Adulthood is being
further explored with the research conducted by
Thompson.
The theory looks at the time period from ages 18
to 25, which is believed to be key in the development
of who a person is.
Her research received two grants from the
National Institutes of Health to pursue this research
on young adulthood. "Our research on first-year
college students is grounded in the theoretical underpinnings of emerging adulthood. The first year of
college is a key transitional time for students," said ■
Dr. Thompson.
. This particular time period is when a lot of
adjustments are made in a young adult's life. They
leave the nest, explore relationships, start to decide
what they want in the future and develop behaviors
and worldviews that will follow them throughout
adulthood.
The notion of the first year of college being of
significant importance to these developments is what
inspired the surveys.
"We wanted to look at the stresses of first-year
college students and how they deal with them,"
Thompson said.
At the end of last year, 720 first-year female students were surveyed. This semester, an overwhelming 800 first-year male students participated within
the first week of the survey as well.
see RESEARCH page A7
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4-bedroom, 4-bath condos

Ruckus for enjoyment more than exploration.
WHITTNEY FARROW
STAFF WRITER

built-in desk

living room area

Pet-friendly • Only 2 miles from campus • 24-hour manned & gated entrance
Only 4 minutes from Highpointe to the Hendrix Center
»Lagoon style pool
■ Entertainment lounge
- Lazy Lagoon River
with HD television
■ 7-acre park for all types
Study/lounge areas
of activities
Wireless Internet access
- Outside speaker system
Future walking/hiking trails
around pool
Beach area adjacent to
- All condominiums preLake Hartwell
wired for security system Shuttle service provided
Large fitness center
• Previous projects have sold out before completion of construction
• Limited number of investors guaranteed rent of $1,750 per month
for the first year
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*Amenities, designs & pricing are subject to change without notice.
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Clemson University has partnered
with Ruckus Network, Inc. to offer students a free and legal way of downloading unlimited music.
For those who have yet to recover from the downfall of Napster, the
crackdown by the Recording Industry
Association of America (RIAA) on
shared music or the shock of having
to pay for mp3s, Ruckus.com provides
users with access to more than three million songs of all varieties.
On March 10, Ruckus Network,
Inc. announced that its service would be
available to the Clemson community at
no cost to the University or users of the
program. The multimedia network can
be accessed by both undergraduate and
graduate students anytime whether on or
off campus.
The first college-only service arrived at Clemson after several
months of work by the Undergraduate
Student Government's Research and
Development (R&D) Committee.
Former R&D Chair Ryan Fernandes,
who spearheaded the project, said the
venture could not have been accomplished by CUSG alone. "COT was
really helpful," said Ferndandes. "We
worked with CCIT to make sure we
could get the optimum product for students."
Ruckus, Inc. agreed to bring the
program to Clemson based on student
demand for a free music filesharing service, the University's networking infrastructure and the relationship Ruckus
formed with CUSG.

Voted Best Off-Campus Housing! -The /

Miles from Campus and a World Away
, 3, & 4-Sulte
ondominiums
rlvate Baths
igh Speed Internet Available
omputer labs

• on-Siu- Managment
• washer & Dryer in each unit
• Enhanced Sprinkler
Protection
• Volleyball Court
• Basketball Court

•
•
•
•
•

Pool & Fitness Center
Tanning Bed
Barbeque Picnic Area
Lighted Common Areas
it600 ft. of Private Lakefront

864.654.3333 • WWW.APM-ONLINE.BIZ
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A student community like no other.

"We are very excited to make our
music service available to students at
Clemson, to help them discover and share
new music," said Chris Utah, Director of
Campus Sales at Ruckus.
"Clemson students have been asking
for Ruckus for months and we are happy
to now provide a full featured digital
entertainment service - and a safe and
legal alternative to file-sharing - at no
cost to students or to the school."
Ruckus allows users to legally
download and share their music, create
multiple playlists, recommend music to
friends and peruse their peers' media
libraries.
"It's a great opportunity for students
to take the legal route when it comes to
downloading music," said Fernandes.
To ensure the legality of the program,
Ruckus eradicates copyright infringement through a licensing agreement with
major international record labels and
many independent labels and musicians.
Also, the downloaded music files
are unable to be freely transferred to mp3
players orbumed onto CDs.
Ruckus has already had success
after being made available to almost
200 colleges and universities across the
nation. Among those participating in the
program are Duke University, Georgia
Tech University, North Carolina State
and Princeton University.
Currently, there are nearly 4,000
Clemson students signed up for the service.
To begin using Ruckus, Clemson
students must first create an account
at www.Ruckus.com, and using their
Clemson email address.

Come see for yourself what
all the buzz is about!
Get a "sneak peak" of
Highpointe!
Tour of one of the units!
See the view for yourself!

Sales: 864-654-2200 • Leasing: 864-654-3333
www.HighpointeofClemson.com
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Doing good is just
a i. ICK away
By Melissa Whitson
Graphics by Rachel Gates

Sustainable Harvest International
http://www.sustainableharvest.org
For those who are beginning to feel a bit guilty for taking long showers, leaving the refrigerator door open and not recycling,
Sustainable Harvest International (SHI) is offering an easy way to give back to the environment. The organization helps farmers counter
rainforest destruction through efficient land-use practices that allow farmers to reuse land season after season and avoid destructive
slash-and-burn farming. Since 1997 SHI has helped plant as many as 2,000,000 trees, save 30,000 acres from slash-and-burn devastation
and create more than 200 organic vegetable gardens. The Web site allows donators to give money for a variety of projects including
planting 100 trees, reforesting two acres and growing an acre of chocolate for as little as $25.

Free Rice
http://www.freerice.com/
In a savvy combination of vocabulary quizzes and a means to fight world hunger, FreeRice is a charity Web
site where users can improve their word knowledge while donating money to alleviate food shortages across the
globe. Those who visit the site are presented with a word and four possible definitions, only one of which is the
correct meaning of the word. For each correct definition, FreeRice.com donates 20 grains of rice through the United
Nations at no expense to the site's user. To fund the initiative, various sponsors donate money to pay for the rice
and other costs in exchange for having advertisements on the Web site. In early 2008 Bangladesh received the first
donation from the United Nations World Food Programme accrued by FreeRice.

One Laptop Per Child

^rer^

http://laptopgiving.org/
Any student understands how having a computer impacts one's education. With similar knowledge, MIT professor Nicholas
Negroponte has created One Laptop Per Child (OLPC) in hopes of providing laptops for the two billion children living in
developing countries. The organization has developed its own special laptop, the XO model, to service its goals. With the XO,
OLPC wishes to aide nations who do not have sufficient resources to devote to educating youth. "By giving children their very
own connected XO laptop, we are giving them a window to the outside world, access to vast amounts of information, a way
to connect with each other and a springboard into their future," says the Web site. The cost for purchasing and delivering one
laptop is $200 and multiple laptops can be donated at once.

Organic Bouquet
http://www.organicbouquet.com/
Who doesn't enjoy fresh flowers? And who doesn't enjoy helping to save the planet? Now with Organic Bouquet, people can do
both at once from the comfort of their home. Formed in January 2001 with the intention of boosting the national market for organic
flowers, the organization encourages both small and large flower growers to implement organic cultivation practices and intends to make
consumers aware of the importance of organic flowers. The project's ultimate goal is to protect the environment and improve safety for
farm workers by eradicating millions of pounds of toxic pesticides from agricultural usage. According to its Web site, Organic Bouquet
believes that its responsibility is "to demonstrate that business, social and environmental interests can be successfully aligned."

eCarePackage

http://www.ecarepackage.org/
No matter one's political stance, all would agree on the importance of supporting American soldiers. With eCarePackage.org,
doing so is easier than ever. Established as an easy way for people to send items to service members and their families without
worrying about security issues placed on mailing packages to troops, the organization ships donated packages directly to the
soldiers and allows the soldiers to communicate to package senders through email. The Web site offers a variety of items that
donators can choose to be sent all around the world.
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■ On April 1, Homeland Security
Secretary Michael Chert off said the
Department of Homeland Security will
bypass environmental and land-management laws giving a green light for
the construction of hundreds of miles
of border fence between the United
States and Mexico. Chertoff cited a
congressional requirement that 361 miles
of fence be completed by the end of the
year, also pointing out that Congress had
given him the authority to bypass the
laws. The executive director of the Sierra
Club, an environmental group, said the
move "threatens the livelihoods and
ecology of the entire U.S.-Mexico border
region."

m Some 600,000 poor Chileans will
receive monthly pensions starting in
July under a law signed Tuesday by
President Michelle Bachelet that plugs
gaps in Chile's widely-copied private
pension system. Monthly pensions will
start at about $125 and will rise next year
to $158. That will boost pensioners above
the urban poverty level of $95. The $2
billion-a-year program covers groups left
out by private pensions — the poor and
self-employed, housewives, street vendors
and farmers who saved little for retirement
— granting about a quarter of the nation's
work force public pensions by 2012.

■ The new commissioner of the state's
prison system recently announced
plans to re-examine the case of a convicted killer suing the Department of
Correction to get a sex-change operation. Prison officials have strenuously
opposed a request from Michelle Kosilek
to have the. surgery, saying it could make
her a target for sexual assault by other
inmates. But Department of Correction
Commissioner Harold Clarke, who took
over the department in November, said
he has not decided whether to continue
to fight Kosilek's request. Robert Kosilek
was sentenced to life in prison for murdering his wife, Cheryl, in 1990. Kosilek
legally changed her name to Michelle in
1993 and has been living as a woman in
an all-male prison in Norfolk, Va.
■ According to a Pentagon memo
released on March 27, Defense
Secretary Robert Gates has formally
ordered the Air Force, Navy and
Defense Logistics Agency to conduct
an inventory of all U.S. nuclear weapons and nuclear weapon-related materials. The order comes in the wake of
the discovery last week that four nuclear
warhead fuses were accidentally shipped
to Taiwan in 2006. Gates's memo,
issued March 26, calls for all items to
be accounted for by serial number. The
inventory review, which will involve
thousands of items, is due to Gates in
60 days.
■ A proposal to the U.S. District
Court in Portland, Ore. would delay
the authorized killing of California sea
lions at a dam on the Columbia River.
The proposal, authorized by the National
Marine Fisheries Service, would delay
the killings until the court could rule
on the request for the preliminary
injunction. On March 28, The Humane
Society filed a motion for a preliminary
injunction against the authorized killing, saying it would seek a temporary
restraining order if it wasn't granted by
April 4, the earliest hunting could possibly begin. Advocates of sea lion killing
cite that harming salmon falls under the
Endangered Species Act are protected at
great expense.
■ On April 2, a watchdog group critical of pork barrel spending released
its latest findings targeting the top
Congressional "porkers." According to
the latest copy of the annual "Pig Book"
released by Citizens Against Government
Waste "Congress stuffed 11,610 projects"
worth $17.2 billion into a dozen spending bills. The "Pig Book" names dozens
of what the citizens group considers the
most egregious porkers, the lawmakers
who funnel money to projects on their
home turf. Thad Cochran of Mississippi.
the top Republican on the Senate
Appropriations Committee, requested the
most money, $892.2 million. In a statement to CNN, Cochran said he doesn't
"accept the premise" of the group's claim
that "any and all federal spending not
specifically requested by the executive
branch is wasteful and irresponsible."
Some of the pork projects, according to
the group, include a Lobster Institute and
the First Tee, a program to build young
people's character through golf.
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■ On April 2, Angolan women injured
by stepping on a landmine will compete
for the title of "Miss Landmine Angola
2008." Organizers say they want the
pageant to restore the women's pride and
raise awareness about the prevalence of
landmines left over from Angola's three
decade-long civil war. Undetonated mines
still maim 300 to 400 people a year in the
county, according to the United Nations.
The contestants represent Angola's various provinces and range in age from 19
to 33. Their profiles list not only their
ages and favorite colors but also when
they were injured and what kind of mine
claimed their limbs. All the contestants
will receive governmental help to go back
to school or to start a small business.
The winner gets a new prosthetic limb.
Angolan organizers expect to crown two
winners, one picked by a panel of a dozen
officials from the Angolan government
and foreign embassies, the other through
an online poll.
■ Cuba is lending unused land to private farmers and cooperatives as part of
a sweeping effort to revitalize a floundering agricultural sector and step up
food production. Government television
said Tuesday that 51 percent of arable land
is underused or fallow, a problem officials
hope to rectify by temporarily transferring
some of it to private farmers and associations representing small, private producers.
The president of Cuba's national farmers
association, Orlando Lugo, said "everyone
who wants to produce tobacco will be
given land to produce tobacco," and it will
be the same for coffee or anything else.
The government began doling out land
last year, but just publicly announced the
program this week.
■ A burglar who broke into a funeral
home located near Madrid, Spain, tried
to fool police by playing dead. The thief
was discovered after he breathed and
police mentioned the grungy clothing he
wore. On April 3, police and the Crespo
Funeral Home said they have no idea what
the 23-year-old man was trying to steal
in the March 17 break-in at Burjassot,
a small town just outside Valencia.
Neighbors living nearby alerted police
when they heard the front door of the business being forced open in the middle of
the night.
■ President Robert Mugabe's ruling
ZANU-PF party has lost control of the
lower house of parliament, according to
results released April 3 by Zimbabwe's
Electoral Commission. The results are
not yet final, but it appears the opposition
Movement for Democratic Change and
its allies will secure a majority — 106
votes — in Zimbabwe's lower house of
parliament. The electoral commission
said it would soon begin releasing results
from the upper house, the Senate. The
news came as the main opposition party
in Zimbabwe said its leader had won the
presidential elections, an assertion the
country's information minister disregarded
as an attempt to wreak "mayhem and
panic." Despite claims that there will be
a runoff to determine the impoverished
African nation's next leader — including a
report in Zimbabwe's state-run newspaper
— the Movement for Democratic Change
says Morgan Tsvangirai won the election
flat out.
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destruction of a single tree by the gray squirrel represents a $13,275 loss. The squirrels can also damage
pricey ornamental shrubs and electrical power transformers.
Of course, this doesn't warrant cruelty to the squirrels that are simply following their instincts. Dr. Greg
Yarrow, a professor of ecology at Clemson, in conjunction with the USDA Wildlife Center, is leading a project
to creatively and humanely deal with the squirrel overpopulation problem. Yarrow, assisted by two wildlife
and fisheries biology Ph.D. candidates Murali Pai and
Cady Etheredge, is experimenting with two different
forms of squirrel birth control.
The first method is called GonaCon. This is an
injection that leaves both male and female squirrels
sterile with one shot. Forty gray squirrels will be
trapped, injected and tagged by graduate students and
then released. Forty additional squirrels will be trapped
and tagged as a control group.
Squirrels will be trapped in humane traps with
peanut butter or sunflower seeds as bait with a cloth
bag attached to minimize handling and stress to the
squirrels. It is expected that no harm will come to the
squirrels, but if a squirrel is accidentally injured it will
be treated by a veterinarian then released. GonaCon has
minimal side effects, the only significant one being a
decrease in sexual activity.
The second contraceptive being tested is DiazaCon.
This is an .oral contraceptive that must be ingested
several times before a squirrel is rendered infertile.
Feeding stations made of sections of PVC pipe with bait
as well as DiazaCon will be set up in Clemson's experi-

mental forest. Two weeks of pre-baiting will be used to
acclimate squirrels to the feeding stations as well as to
determine which baits are the most effective.
Whichever method turns out to be the most efficient
will be used to humanely control squirrel population on
the Clemson campus in the future.

Forty squirrels will be trapped humanely and given
shots to make them sterile.
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"Come See Our Sandals and Shades Today!"
518 College Ave, Ste 130 (Victoria Square)
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aresure to have you looking stylish before Spring Break!!!
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David Woodard

Political Science Professor

v2V:30

seconds with...
Melissa Whitson: How long have
you been a professor at Clemson,
and what have you taught?
David Woodard: I have been a
member of the political science
department since 1983, and
I teach classes in American
politics and political theory. I also
consult with Republican political
candidates, and have served
as either campaign manager
or consultant for [a number of
Congressmen].
MW: Do you believe that
American politics are corrupt?
Is the "American Empire" in
decline?
DW: American politics are
no more corrupt than those of
Athens, Rome or England, and in
many ways are superior to those
models. There is no "American
Empire" except in the realm of
ideas spread to other nations held
hostage.

MW: Do you think America
can handle having a minority as
president, whether it's a minority
in race, gender or age?
DW: Americans handled the
Revolutionary War, the Civil
War, World War I and II, and a
minority president of any type
should be no problem.
MW: In your opinion, what
president has made the biggest
impact on American history and
why?
DW: Ronald Reagan; he saved
the presidency after 20 years
of failure by his predecessors
and restored the office, and the
country, to greatness.
MW: How do "Southern politics"
differ from "Northern politics?"
DW: The South is the most
distinct part of the nation; it is the
only part to declare separation,
undergo a civil war, suffer defeat

TIGER
BRIEFS

David O. Jones, owner of Big Dave's Barbeque in Clemson,
has formed a partnership designed to offer Clemson residents
a higher quality of meat. Jones Harold Abercrombie, manager
of Clemson's swine department, and Mark Stevenson, manager of
Clemson's meat lab have banned together to created a partnership
aimed at offering locally butchered pigs as a fresher alternative.
Beginning in March, Jones began purchasing hundreds of pounds
of Clemson meat weekly. Clemson University pigs are raised at the
Starkely Center in Pendleton, under Abercrombie's supervision, and
butchered at the Clemson Meats Lab by Stevenson.

and occupation, and go through a
devastating depression and rebirth
as the home of national political
power.
MW: Why do you think politics
is such a touchy subject with most
people?
DW: Politics touches the deepest
parts of what make us human, our
explanations of right and wrong
as well as our expectations of
how government should change
our world.
MW: If you ran for president, on
what issues would you focus your
campaign?
DW: Three points: Traditionalism
on social issues, supply-side
tax cuts in economics and an
assertive foreign policy featuring
American moral leadership on
behalf of a more democratic
world.

On April 7, nearly 10,000 flags will be placed on Bowman
Field in a visual display of hate and oppression, with each color
flag representing a different type of oppression. Each flag represents a victim of hateful behavior with various colors symbolizing
different forms of oppression. This display is meant to create greater
awareness concerning the lack of tolerance in the United States and
to be a springboard to initiate conversation that will lead to greater
sensitivity and understanding.
A former Clemson University Spanish professor has sued
the school in federal court, alleging a pattern of discrimination
and harassment taken against Hispanic members of the School's
Languages Department. In the suit, Bautista said she was paid
significantly less than non-Hispanic professors of comparable rank
and tenure, repeatedly denied research opportunities and sabbaticals,
and that she was repeatedly denied opportunities to supplement her
income by teaching summer term courses. Bautista is asking for punitive damages, attorney "s fees and compensation for lost and future
pay. Bautista worked at Clemson for 16 years, eight of them as a full
professor with tenure rights.

minutes of sex, therapists concluded to be the
optimal amount of time for sexual intercourse.

7,000
wild birds' eggs England authorities found in a
mans home. He was arrested during a sting called
"Operation Easter."

IS WHERE YOU NEED TO BE!!!
COME SEE ONE OF OUR
CERTIFIED PERSONAL
TRAINERS TODAY!
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CLEMSON. SC 29631
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"/ agree it was a dumb thing to say, and
I apologize."
-JAY LENO after gay-rights activists
blasted the host's request that guest Ryan
Phillipe give the camera his "gayest look"
during a taping of "The Tonight Show."
Phillipe threatened to walk off the set.
"For the first time in history, we are no
longer at the top: Muslims have overtaken
us."
-VITTORIO FORMENTI, Vatican official, on a report that Islam has overtaken
Roman Catholicism as the world's largest
religion.
"It was punk, it was "A Clockwork
Orange," it was druggie. It was this kind of
fantastic, anarchic look to him. This character
who had absolutely no rules whatsoever."
-CHRISTIAN BALE, actor, on the late
actor Heath Ledger's role as the Joker, being
possibly the biggest posthumous movie role.

On April 5, the Clemson Gay-Straight Alliance will host their
prom. This year the theme is "Pride" which was chosen to celebrate
the idea of being true and happy with oneself. The event is not only
for the GLBT members of the Clemson community, and is open to
all. The prom will take place from 7 p.m. - 12 a.m. at the Palmetto
Ballroom in the Union. Admissions will be $5 per person. Contact
Steven Sweat at ssweat@clemson.edu to reserve tickets and pay at the
door the night of the event.
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"Most of the people will have died and the
rest of us will be cannibals."
TED TURNER, on what he believes will
happen in 40 years if enough action is not
taken to slow global warming

On April 4, members of the Clemson ONE Campaign will
host the art exhibition ONEart. Art will be for sale and show, with
money raised from sale to be donated to ONE. The ONE Campaign
is a national anti-poverty movement designed to raise public awareness about the issues of global poverty, hunger, disease and efforts
to fight such problems in the world's poorest countries. Additionally,
ONE petitions leaders to do more to fight the emergency of global
AIDS and extreme poverty. The exhibit will take place at the DCF
Building located in downtown Clemson under Keith St. Bar and Grill.
Admission is free and there will be refreshments and live performers.

News By
Numbers

LONG TIME, NO SEE???

"The allegations of fiscal mismanagement
are serious ones, but they are false and without merit."
- JOSH BELL, 2007-2008 Undergraduate
Student Body President, on what he called a
"media onslaught" stemming from Clemson's
alleged misappropriation of funds.

15,349
freshmen applications received by Clemson
University as of April 4.

360,000
African troops the United States has urged the
United Nations to get on the ground in conflictwracked Darfur by June.

50,000,000
increase, in dollars, House Bill 308-116 calls for
in money available for a program righting AIDS,
malaria and tuberculosis in Africa and other
stricken areas of the world.

On this day in

History
1581 - Francis Drake was knighted
by Queen Elizabeth of England after
he successfully circumnavigated the
world.
1818 - Congress adopted a U.S. flag
with one star for every state.
1828 - Casparus van Wooden patented chocolate milk powder, the
first of its kind, in Amsterdam.
1949 - The North Atlantic Treaty
Organization (NATO) established in
Washington, D.C., by 12 Western
nations.
1968 - James Earl Ray shot and killed
civil rights leader Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr., in Memphis, Tenn.
1969 - Dr. Denton Cooley implanted
the first temporary artificial heart in
a human patient.
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Senate transitions
Undergraduate Senate looks to fill powerful roles.
PEDRO ILDEFONSO
STAFF WRITER

A wind of change swept through Clemson's
Undergraduate Student Senate on Monday night. Every
year seniors graduate, members move onto different organizations and newly elected senators are inducted into
the hallowed chamber that is the Senate. This normal and
obvious transition for next year is even more remarkable
considering the significant shift of power that has recently
occurred.
Just like those of the federal Senate, the leaders of the
University's Senate find themselves among in some of the
most informed and influential positions on campus. This
year, many senators who have served for multiple years on
Senate saw their last meeting on Monday, March 31.
Senate is divided into committees, with the heads of
those committees the most experienced senators. In turn,
these eight committee chairs and the Senate President are
the leaders and the most dominant members of the body.
This year nine committees were headed by active and
powerful committee chairs, but out of all of them, only
one was sworn in to serve as a floor senator next year,
Daniel Ebner. Ebner is returning next year as the Traffic
and Parking Committee Chairman. This year's committees
were lead by Kunal Joshi, the outgoing Housing (or as it
will be called in the future, Campus Life) Chairman, Ted
Chapman, who just finished his last year in Senate as the
Academic Affairs Chairman; Clemson's recent educational

EMpower campaign was launched and popularized by
outgoing Health and Human Services Chairman Lindsey
McKinney. Seth Vining, the outgoing Senate President,
and Stephen Laureau, who was voted Most Likely to Win
a Debate by Standing by his peers, are graduating and will
not return to Clemson in the fall.
With the legends of Senate moving on, new blood now
has the opportunity to establish themselves as the leaders.
But the question remains: who will step up to fill these
powerful roles? Though no one can be sure, there are some
positions that have already been filled.
Three members are coming up from the ranks of vice
chairman. The first is Abby Daniel from the Academic
Affairs committee. Another is Jonathan Ernest, the rising
chairman of the Finance and Procedures Committee. Ernest
still holds his previous chair as President and must take on
the explanation of procedure to a new Senate. Last of the
upgrading vice chairs is Michael Lussier on Health and
Human Services.
Eric Giles will fill the role of Senate President. The former Finance and Procedure Committee Chairman earned
the reputation of one of the most heard and debated senators
this year. Giles is required by the rules of Senate to remain
an unbiased regulator of debate and, come voting time, is
not granted the right to vote unless there is a tie.
The Undergraduate Student Senate meets every Monday
in the Student Senate Chambers at 7 p.m. Meetings are
open to the public and students are encouraged to attend.

Graber Mini-Warehouses
864.972.9787
5x10 $25.00 Per Month
10x10 $40.00 Per Month

Other sizes available
THIS SIDE UP

Get a jump on your fall with a couple
of summer courses!
Take advantage of GPC's affordable
tuition, flexible schedules, accessible
locations, small classes, online options
and award-winning instructors.
Apply for summer classes by April I.
Ensure that your financial aid precedes
you - and your GPC credits easily
transfer back - by arranging for a
Transient Student Letter from your
academic advisor to our Office of
Admission, PO Box 89000, Atlanta,
GA 30356.
The eight-week summer session
starts May 27, the six-week summer
session starts June 16, and there's
always the option to take a class
online. Check out our expanded
course schedule in Alpharetta, and
register at gpc.edu/transientschool

Foot friendly
campus
Sidewalks to accommodate pedestrians.

Plans to make Clemson a more walkable campus are underway.
CAROLINE RASH
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Student government and environmental groups are continually encouraging students to take the CAT bus, but
what students may not realize is that the
time is coming when they must consider
driving and parking on the campus interior a privilege, not a right.
"That's awesome. There's no reason not to do that with the rising gas
prices," said Mike Sanders, a senior in
political science. "Plus, Clemson has
one of the best public transportation
systems in the country; I use it to get to
school every day."
Clemson University is moving
towards a more pedestrian campus by
limiting automobile use in the interior
of campus and upgrading walkways to
facilitate efficient foot traffic.
The Campus Master Plan, of which
these circulation ideals are a single section, was outlined several years ago and
approved by President Barker, but the
progress is gradual. The plan is a vision
for Clemson's physical evolution into
the year 2020, and many steps, such as
the replacement of Douthit Hills (graduate student housing) with new apartments have taken place, while others,
such as the proposed parking decks, are
still in the planning stage.
"In the long-term, we are moving towards a pedestrian campus where
everyone will take the CAT bus to campus at one point or another," said Daniel
Ebner, Chair of Traffic and Parking
Services in Undergraduate Student
Senate. "I don't know if you would call
it a goal or an inevitability."
Ebner went on to outline several
possibilities for facilitating this type of
campus, such as carpooling and freeride bikes. A trial-run of issuing carpool
permits has been discussed in Student
Senate for next Fall, but like many parts
of the campus plan, are somewhat up

College

Two Years That Will Change Your Life

in the air and dependent on many factors. A free-ride bike program, similar
to those in other cities from Pittsburgh
to Paris, offers points on campus where
students can check out bicycles to traverse the campus more quickly.
In Clemson's case, the bicycles
would be a collection of bikes left
behind at the end of each school year,
and they would be painted bright orange.
In addition, a bike maintenance shop is
planned for campus.
"I think it is a positive thing but not
a practical one," said Ashley Toomey, a
sophomore in communication studies.
"The idea of keeping automobiles to
the periphery is more feasible than asking people to use bikes. I think people
would rather just walk."
She went on to say improving
CAT bus efficiency and not allowing
freshmen to drive cars were other possible solutions. She further noted that
while it can be hard to cross the street
at certain places on campus, such as
beside Calhoun Courts, campus seems
compact enough not have major traffic
problems.
There are several reasons Clemson
is embracing a pedestrian campus.
Firstly, Clemson is known for preserving green space, such as Bowman field
and other concentrated green areas
around campus. Secondly, many officials believe expanding facilities can
improve Clemson, and this is necessary
in cases where renovating would not be
practical (e.g. dining halls that cannot be
shut down).
Take these two concerns together,
and you have a problem of where to put
the new facilities. The solution so far
has been to put the buildings in parking
space, such as the building going in the
P&A lot next year, which will reduce
parking by approximately 500 spaces
but preserve green space.
And maybe everyone will get a
little more exercise.

FKEfNANT...
or think you might be?
E"

Stop by Birthright
for a pregnancy test
that is free, reliable,
confidential,
accurate...
and it only takes

^JwRy;

r
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Georgia
Perimeter

4, 2008
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4 minutes.

■

No appointment
needed.

WE CARE .. .WE CAN HELP

Birthright of Clemson
654-3377 or 1 -800-550-4900 (Hotline)
105 Wall St. Suite 4 Clemson
(Behind Eckerd & Bank of America)
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Young adults
to suffer most
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Phi Delta Theta presents Chariots for Charity.
April 19 12-3 p.m. Behind the Baseball Field.
Contact Brad Williams for registration information, cw3@clemson.edu (864) 230-4030

Study shows social contacts and mixing
patterns relevant to spread of disease.
contact characteristics were remarkably
similar across different European counASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
tries," Mossong's report said.
"Contact patterns were highly
Researchers found that preliminary
modeling indicates that individuals assortative with age: schoolchildren and
between the ages of five and 19 are young adults in particular tended to mix
expected to suffer the highest vulner- with people of the same age. Contacts
ability during an initial epidemic phase lasting at least one hour or occurring
of an infection through social contact.
on a daily basis mostly involved physiJoel Mossong of the Laboratoire cal contact, while short duration and
National de Sante, Luxembourg and infrequent contacts tended to be noncolleagues conducted a population- physical. Contacts at home, school or
based prospective survey of mixing leisure were more likely to be physical
patterns in eight European countries, than contacts at the workplace or while
creating a model that suggests chil- traveling."
Contacts between children and
dren and young adults would suffer the
highest degree of respiratory infection young adults exhibited much more variduring the initial spread of diseases, ance and proved to be more lengthy
such as pandemic influenza, transmitted when in comparison to those made by
other age groups, likely
through respiration or
explaining why "children
close-contact.
and teenagers are and
Mossong's team
recruited 7,290 people Children and
have been an important
from the countries of
conduit for the initial
spread of close-contact
Belgium, Germany, teenagers are
Finland, Great Britain, and have been an infections in general and
Italy, Luxembourg,
for influenza in particuimportant
lar."
The Netherlands and
Poland, asking each to conduit for the
Results also concludcomplete a diary that
ed that approximately 70
initial spread of
documented physical
percent of contacts on a
and nonphysical con- close-contact
daily basis lasted longer
tacts over the course of
than an hour.
infections...
a single day.
However, in cases
Survey particiwhere
there were contacts
-JOEL MOSSONG
pants were recruited in
between people who did
such a way as to be
not previously know one
broadly representative
another exchanges lasted
of the whole populaless than 15 minutes.
tion in terms of geographical spread,
Mossong's team initiated research
age and sex. Exchanges such as a kiss or due to the existence of only a few
handshake were deemed physical while empirical studies conducted to detersituations such as a two-way conversa- mine the patterns of contact between
tion without skin-to-skin contact were and within groups and in different social
nonphysical.
settings.
One major assumption held by
To the knowledge of the researchMossong's team is that talking with ers, this study provides the first largeor touching another person constitutes scale, prospectively collected, populathe main at-risk events for transmitting tion-based survey of epidemiologicallyinfectious diseases.
-factors related to health and illness of
Additionally, participants detailed population.
the location and duration of each conMossong's team is confident
tact. Diaries also included basic demo- that the results represent a significant
graphic information about the partici- advance in the understanding of the
pant and the contact.
spread of infectious diseases. The report
The survey found that 7,290 partici- aims to help improve the description of
pants yielded 97,904 contacts during the mathematical models that are often used
study, which came to an average of 13.4 to develop measures and strategies that
contacts per day per person.
will help stop diseases from reaching
"We found that mixing patterns and epidemic proportions.

COHEN SIMPSON

44

95

RESEARCH from page Al
Males were recruited via email and flyers, and the 30-minute
long survey was conducted at the
Redfern Health Center, a collaborator on the survey.
The surveys were presented as
a study on relationships, as many
of the survey questions focused on
relationship issues.
Other questions were on alcohol
use, childhood experiences, sexual
activity and the activities of the
participants' peers.
All of the information given
by the participants is private and
protected with a Certificate of
Confidentiality.
So how will the information and
data be beneficial when all is said
and done?
The goal of the surveys is to
determine what is normative behavior in first-year students.
Thompson hopes to be able to
continue the research beyond firstyear students, and the ultimate goal
of the research is to implement
programs that will help students
deal with the demands and stress of
college life.

Need Physical Therapy?

3WK
CLEMSON

Sports Medicine and Rehabilitation
245-H Campus Drive - $139,000

Free shuttle to class or games.
Perfect for students or sports
enthusiasts, this 4-bedroom,
4.5-bath townhouse has four
suites with living space on the
ground floor. Community has
pool and clubhouse. Excellent
investment opportunity!
I CTnrm.tl For more information, contact:
J Anita Newton
.. 864.207.0905
anewton^coldu^llhankercai ne.com

www.coldwellbankercaine.com

• Pre & Post-Operative
Rehab
• Orthopaedic Injury
Rehab
• Custom Foot Orthotics
• Hand Therapy
• Custom Splinting
• Sport Conditioning
•Injury Prevention
Education
• Pool Therapy
13,000 square foot
state-of-the-art facility
located on
Hwy. 123 just a few miles
from campus

864«482*0085
www.csmr.org

Whether you were injured playing
intramurals or are recovering from a
recent surgery, we provide rehabilitation
programs with state-of-the-art equipment
and advanced methods to return you to
your busy college life or sports arena.
Trust the best. We've been treating our neighbors in
Clemson, Seneca, Central, and surrounding areas
since 1994...
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CLASSIFIEDS
Classifications
100 Help Wanted
200 For Sale
250 Automotive
300 For Rent
350 Roommates
400 Services
450 Retail

500 On Campus
550 Events
600 Greek Life
700 Lost & Found
80OMisc
850 Travel
900 Personals

100 HELP WANTED
Reliable wait staff needed. Cross
Creek Plantation Clubhouse. Contact
Al Shadwick (864) 324-2003 or
al@netmds.com.
PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN!
SAVE MONEY!
Maine camp needs fun loving counselors to teach all land, adventure &
water sports. Great Summer!
Call (888) 844-8080, apply:
campcedar.com
Earn $800-$3200 a month to drive
brand new cars with ads placed on
them. www.AdCarClub.com
NOW HIRING- Pendleton Street
Grill. A new restaurant and bar in
Easley is now hiring nighttime waitstaff. We're located only 20 minutes
from campus. Please call (864) 8591200 (daytime) or (864) 419-1183
(nighttime). Ask for Louis.

200

Office Telephone Hours

FOR SALE

Presario xlOOO series Laptop: model
xl030us. Has centrino processor,
wireless & bluetooth. ATI mobility
Raedon 9200 card/motherboard not
working, no hard drive, but everything else works and laptop is in good
condition. Will provide the original
CDs for laptop at no extra charge.

FEATURING:
Alabama
Arizona
Arkansas
Auburn
Boise State
Boston College
Brigham Young
Clemson
Connecticut
Duke
Florida
Florida State
Fresno State
Georgia
Gonzaga
Illinois
Kansas
Kansas State
Kentucky
Louisville
LSU
Marshall
Maryland
Miami
Michigan
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
New Mexico
North Carolina
Oklahoma
Oklahoma State
Penn State
Pittsburgh
Purdue
South Carolina
South Florida
Tennessee
Texas
Texas Tech
Utah
Villanova
Virginia
Washington
Washington State
Wisconsin

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Office Address
315 Hendrix Center
Clemson, S.C. 29634

Good for spare parts or just something to rebuild; this may be what
you need. Selling for $250 or better
offer. Call Lonita at (864) 858-4523
for more information.
A set of 10,000 Watt HID's (Deep
Blue) for sale, comes with mounting
brackets and all wires. It is the HI
fitment, can go on a Honda Accord
and various other cars. Never used,
call (757) 675-2974.

250 AUTOMOTIVE
Big V Automotive. 1013 West Main
Street, Central. (864) 639-5000.
Domestic and foreign
repairs and mopeds.

300

FOR RENT

FOR RENT Pendleton 10 min from
CU, 3BR/1BA, 2nd sink & huge vanity in Mstr, Den, nice Kit, Dining/Office, W/DAvailable 8/1/08, 3 people
@ $240/mth/per, Total rent $720/mth,
Call Carolyn @ (864) 261-7710,
Leave message.
Rental house Pendleton. 3 BR/1 BA,
2nd sink & vanity. Available 8/1/08.
3 people $240/month/person.
Call (864) 261-7710.
House in Clemson. 3 BR/1 BA $825
per month. (864)653-3512.

Classified Ad Rates

Deadline

How to place a classified ad

3 p.m. Tuesday

By Phone: (864) 656-2150
By Fax: (864) 656-4772
By E-mail: classified@thetigernews.com

'ayment Methods

Students:

50 cents/word

Other:

Sl.OO/word

Cash, Check

In Person: 315 Hendrix Center

(864) 656-2150 • classified@TheTigerNews.com
CRAWFORD FALLS and
HIGHPOINTE FOR RENT NEXT
YEAR 2008-2009 2 Condo's in
Crawford Falls 1 Condo in Highpointe New Development
Kim Drake (864) 246-9998.

Country Home for College Students.
Private area. 4 BR/3 BA, 2 fireplaces,
Mostly furnished. $l,200/month,
utilities not included. Yard is
maintained. No pets.
Call (864) 304-2925.

Apartments for rent, close to campus.
1 and 2 bedrooms start at $335/month
and up. Call (864) 653-7717, (864) 6541130, (864) 710-3363 after hours.

Lake House on Hartwell with dock.
Beautifully furnished. Views of
campus over lake. 5 BR. No pets/ no
smoking. (404)579-0961.
Available August.

New House For Rent in Clemson.
2 Bedroom, 2 Bath With Laundry and
Dishwasher. $775 Month, Available
August 2008. Hueyrem@nctv.com or
864-650-0702
2 BR / 2 BA condo overlooking Lake
Hartwell, Washer / Dryer, beach &
swimming, Quiet Neighborhood, Pets
OK, $640/month*251 Webb Heights
Circle, Seneca, SC 29676
(864) 247-0604.
LAKE HOUSE FOR RENT
4 BR / 2 BA, Large Screened Porch,
Washer / Dryer, Private Dock. 7 miles
from campus, Only $900 per month.
Call (864) 653-6320.
Hart's Cove 3 BR/3 BA lakeside.
Available May, August or January.
$375/month/room. Call Nancy at
(864)525-0961.
Clemson house for rent. 3BR/1BA.
Large yard, Jacuzzi tub. $l,195/mth.
(864)506-4091

HARTS COVE UNIT FOR RENT 3
BR/3 BA - $1,100 per Month. Second
Story End Unit Next to Clubhouse.
Great Location - Close to Campus.
Call (843) 290-5020 - Ask for Lidia.
2BR APT. In Converted Church.
2BR/1BA, Stain Glass, Pine Floors,
Close To Seneca/Clemson. NS/NP
Avail. Now. $465/mo. & Deposit. Ap/
ref Required. David (828) 273-3765.
University Place near campus and
downtown, 4 BR - 2 Bath, Fully
furnished and immaculate condition.
Available August 2008-July 2009,
$900 a month. Washer and Dryer,
Dishwasher, Fridge, Microwave,
Heating & Air, Private Deck. Desks,
Dressers, and Beds in each room.
(770)331-2775.
3 BR/2 BA town house for rent. 1200
square feet, refrigerator, stove, and
dishwasher included $580 per month
call (864) 647-6462.

House for rent. 3 BR/2 BA, large
yard, Jacuzzi tub. $1195 per month.
(864)506-4091.

350 ROOMMATES
ROOMMATE NEEDED starting
summer or fall. N/S, female, no pets.
$450/month, utilities included. 1 mile
from campus- Fort Hill Commons.
Call (843) 729-1136.
♦FEMALE ROOMATE(S) WANTED*, Daniel Square, 2BR/2.5BA
townhouse, beginning
August. 336-688-1966

700 LOST & FOUND
Lost black cat around Clemson Place.
Reward if found. Please call Ashley at
(864) 884-5474.

800

MISC

Seneca Storage, Highway 130, one
mile from Ingle's behind The Village.
10X10, $40/mo.; 10X15, $50/mo.;
10X25, $60/mo.; 20X15, $90/mo.;
20X25, $120. Call (864) 638-8494 or
(864)638-7331.

850

TRAVEL

RetreatMyrtleBeach.com Spring
Break/Grad Week. (800) 645-3618.
Visit us at myspace.com/retreatmyrtlebeach. $100 and up for the week!

VINTAGE INSPIRED

APPAREL

College Vault apparel combines the
tradition and spirit of America's top
college brands with the hottest body
styles and fabrics for the fashion
conscious fan. Look for College Vault
apparel at better department stores,
fashion boutiques, or your campus
bookstore.
Visit www.coUegevault.com and
register to win cool College Vault
apparel and other fun prizes.

www.collegevault. com

BANNER SUPPIY CO.

Chip; Pepper

CLOTHING CD.
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Would knowing that cell
phones increase your risk
of cancer affect your use of
them?

'No, because I do
not believe it."

Rogers Coxe
business
freshman

"No, it is too
much of a daily
necessity."

AT & Tumors

Meredith Cardial
history
freshman

Cell phones might make our lives easier at too high a price.

"Yes, because
1 really don't
feel like getting
cancer."

Judea Davis
political science/economics
sophomore

"1 don't use my
cell phone enough
for it to matter."

Ryan Sidilau
MBA business

"I would use my
home phone more
and my cell phone
less."

Marie Long
MS mechanical engineering

"Wait a minute.
I'll answer
when I get off
the phone."

David Brown
MBA business

Cell phones add all kinds of convenience to our lives. They let us stay in
touch with friends, family, lovers and
bosses without being tethered to a landline.
We can call people on the fly when something urgent happens. We can take horribly
pixilated photos of that silly vanity license
plate on the car in front of us. We can waste
10 minutes typing something in a text message that we could've said in 10 seconds.
While cell phones help to streamline our
lives, there's a sinister side to them. One of
the world's most renowned neurosurgeons,
Dr. Vini Khurana, conducted a study that concluded cell phone use for 10 years or more can
double the risk of brain cancer.
Khurana's study compiled data from more
than 100 studies on the effects of cell phones
and provided a meta-analysis of those studies.
The conclusions declared that extensive cell
phone use "has far broader public health ramifications than asbestos and smoking."
Skeptical readers might be wondering
about Khurana's credentials. Just how qualified is he? He's received 14 awards from the
scientific community in the last 16 years.
He's published more than 36 papers in scientific journals. His study on the linkage of cell
phone use and brain cancer is currently under
peer review for publication.
Previous studies on the positive correlation between cell phone use and certain kinds
of brain tumors have not found substantial evidence that cell phones are to blame.
Khurana's analysis accounts for this.
The latency period between regular cell
phone use and the diagnosis of a malignant
brain tumor may be between 10 and 20 years,
according to Khurana. Because of this latency
period, previously conducted studies would
not have significant follow-up time to document the correlation between frequent, persistent cell phone use and brain cancer rates.
The abstract of Khurana's study suggests
that low but repeated and prolonged exposure
to electromagnetic radiation in close proximity to the brain (read: your ear) leads to
increased risk of brain tumors, from two to
four times more than for people who don't use
cell phones or use them sparingly.
Khurana's analysis points to "a growing
body of statistically significant evidence"

for a relationship between the overall length
of using cell phones and the delayed occurrence of brain tumors on the same side of the
head as the "preferred side" for talking on the
phone. He believes the study is reason to only
use cell phones when absolutely necessary.
He also called on governments and the cell
phone industry to take "immediate steps" to
reduce exposure to radiation.
A trade association in the cell phone
industry, the GSM Association, contested
Khurana's study, calling it "a very selective
review of [existing] literature" on the subject.
While the validity of the study won't truly
be seen for a few more years, the implications
of the findings about cell phones and their
possible effects raise some interesting questions about our responsibility to act (or not)
while the verdict is still out.
We might look first to how this affects us
as college students. According to a national
survey conducted in 2004 by the Student
Monitor, nearly 90 percent of college students
own cell phones. Furthermore, a Virginia
Tech Human Development professor recently
conducted a survey with 568 responses from
college students which found that your average college student makes about 11 calls per
day.
If Khurana's analysis is accurate, this
could be putting a lot of us in danger of brain
cancer within the next few years, given that
many of us had our first cell phone around
our mid-teens.
This leads to another consideration. At
risk of sounding like Reverend Lovejoy's
wife from "The Simpsons," we may need to
"think of the children." There is a danger in
arguing for reduced cell phone use by appealing to the well-being of children. The argument resembles an appeal to emotion, which
would make it fallacious.
However, unlike appeals to emotion of
this form, the reasoning toward children using
cell phones is relevant to the issue at hand
without painting a grandiose picture of our
protective instincts toward them.
Adolescents are using cell phones regularly at younger and younger ages as the technology becomes increasingly incorporated
into society. The alleged correlation between

frequent cell phone use over time and likelihood of brain cancer would mean that the
younger a person starts using a cell phone the
higher their risk of brain cancer would be.
A study done in Norway on cell phone
use in pre-teens is analogous to cell phone
use here in the U.S. The study found that 3
percent of 13-year-olds had cell phones in
1997, while more than 80 percent had cell
phones in 2001.
The questions remain. Do we continue
our current trends of cell phone use until
the data is solidified either for or against
Khurana's conclusions? Do we err on the side
of caution? Perhaps most importantly, should
we reconsider why our trends of using cell
phones are the way they are? Is our use of cell
phones excessive or trivial?
One thing we certainly must not do is
simply sit with crossed fingers, telling ourselves all the while that some new technology
will emerge any day now which will reduce
radiation in cell phones and make the problem
altogether moot. No such technology is guaranteed for us, and even if it already exists it
does not follow that the mobile phone industry will necessarily implement those changes,
especially if they aren't cost-effective.
Suggesting that the government mandate
the appropriateness and degree of our cell
phone use seems absurd, at least in practice.
Rather, perhaps we should limit our cell
phone use to urgencies until all the facts come
to light.
It's no doubt that we use cell phones at
times when we shouldn't — when it's a nuisance to everyone around us — in movie theaters, on the bus, etc. We could at least make
a conscious effort to reduce these kinds of
phone calls. Besides; there are virtues to faceto-face conversation which are unmatched by
cell phones.
After all, why spend time merely hearing
your friend's voice when you'll be getting a
much more intimate, personal and interconnected conversation with them later in the
day?
The opinions expressed in the above editorial are
written by the opinions editor and represent the majority
opinion of The Tiger editorial board. In representing the
majority view, the staff editorials may not represent the
individual view of any particular member.
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Read my propaganda
And think about it.

NOAH WELSH

Columnist
I am the epitome of all that is evil. My father
is Beelzebub and my mother is Medusa. I
put roofies in your drinks, and I lace your
pot with angel dust. Adolph Eichmann is my
role model. I read poetry and listen to gangster
rap. I do not believe in universal health care.
Worst of all, I pull for the New York Yankees.
Society has deemed me evil.
The world is constantly growing smaller. Diversity grows at an exponential rate.
Ideologies and philosophies collide. Social,
political and economic situations grow so complex that not even super-computers can predict their outcomes. Despite this we somehow
manage to live isolated existences. Whites are
friends with whites. Blacks are friends with
blacks. Poor people are friends with poor people. It is a natural sociological phenomenon for
people to congregate to people they can identify
with; however, they should not let this prevent
people from seeing different perspectives on
•life. We see things in terms of what we know,
and when we do not understand we become
judgmental.
People have opinions on everything. Is
baseball a better sport than soccer? How is the
United States' economic relationship with the
Middle East affected by Islamic doctrines? Can
people choose to be gay? Some people say that
poetry sucks. Others say that rap and country
music are horrible.
The problem is that people have opinions
on things they do not understand. People support universal health care because it sounds
nice, without ever having read a word about
the nature of supply/demand curves in free
market economics. The legal status of drugs
is discussed without any understanding of the
economic structure of the drug distribution networks. These arguments are often based on the
information provided to them by their elementary school guidance counselors.

People cannot be responsible members of
society while isolating themselves in a single
demographic group. This completely limits
a person's understanding of how the world
works.
A black is called the n-word. Add the word
"sand" before this term and you have an Arab.
What is especially sad about these derogatory
terms is that they are almost always used by
people who know nothing about the culture of
the person to whom they are referring. Do not
criticize a person until you understand why they
behave the way they do.
Sometimes people even go so far as to
criticize sports. This is often' seen with baseball
and soccer, two sports whose fan bases overlap,
very little. Baseball fans criticize soccer for
being a boring game because there are long dry
spells where no goals are scored. Oddly enough,
soccer fans tend to offer the same criticisms of
baseball. What I want to know is how many of
these soccer-hating baseball fans understand
the difference between the mathematical structure of British play and the improvisational
nature of the African and South American game.
Conversely, how many of the baseball-hating
soccer fans understand the strategy behind organizing a batting order?
Often times people have absolutely ridiculous ideas. Their basis for these ideas: pure
ignorance. Even when people have good ideas
they are rarely backed by hard evidence. Open
your eyes and look out into the world. Travel
and try to gain as many different perspectives
as possible. I am not saying you should snort
cocaine to see what all the rich kids are raving about. Just strive to understand where the
cocaine addict is coming from, and keep your
mind open to new ideas.
It is too often that people accept everything
they hear. All pieces of writing should be questioned as they are shaped by the perspectives of
their writers. Everything is propaganda to one
extent or another. Even this article is propaganda, because it has been molded by my life
experiences. I urge you to question every word
I have said.
NOAH WELSH is a junior majoring in mechanical engineering. E-mail comments to
letters@TheTigerNews.com.

PAWS UP, PAWS DOWN
The self-help manual "If You Want Closure in Your
Relationship, Start With Your Legs" won this year's
oddest book title competition, The Bookseller magazine said on Friday.
A vicar in Berlin helped his parishioners re
by letting them lie in open graves last week. He
was upset when inquisitive journalists ruined the
therapy's six-feet-under serenity.
More than 10,000 camels from across the Persian
Gulf will be competing for millions of dollars in prize
money at a beauty pageant for the "ship of the desert"
in Abu Dhabi this week.
Police in Wausau, Wis. busted a keg party with
underage drinkers on Friday. The catch? The kegs
were filled with root beer.

Police say a pastor reported missing from his home
in western New York has been found at a strip club in
Riverside, Ohio.
The mayor of Easter Island is demanding an ear for
an ear. He wants to cut off a tourist's ear, just as the
tourist cut an earlobe from one of the island's famous
Moai statues.
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Bushes
before
brains
Misplaced priorities in Clemson curriculum.
KEVIN NIEHAUS

Aquick glance at the front page of
last week's edition of The Tiger
left me confused with the way
the higher-ups are running things here
at Clemson University.
On the front page of the paper, one
headline dominates: "Doctoral program
first of its kind." The article states
that Clemson University will soon be
home to a health care genetics doctoral program. On the bottom of half
of the page, we catch a glimpse of The
Tiger staff donning mustaches above
the headline "The Tiger dominates."
Apparently, The Tiger is now not only
the number one weekly university publication in South Carolina, but also has
a top-notch staff, with five other first
place awards at the event.
The juxtaposition of these two articles is significant to me because while
the higher-ups at Clemson University

are supposedly leading us to bigger
and better things with the creation of
the health care genetics doctoral program, they are pushing aside one of
the most valuable and accredited group
of students available to them: English
majors.
While I think the assertion
"Clemson's English majors seem to be
doing okay, what with all the awards
and all," will probably spring into the
mind of most who read this article, my
argument is not that Clemson's English
majors are somehow less intelligent
than the rest of student body, nor is my
argument that the faculty and staff of
the English department are anything
less than phenomenal. My argument
is that Clemson is leaving behind its
English majors because the English
department here at Clemson does not
offer its students a chance to receive
a Ph.D.
Upon making this statement, I realize a relatively small number of people
at Clemson will see this as a problem, especially because the members of
the student body consider themselves
to be part of an engineering school.
However, as this school moves toward
its ultimate goal of becoming a Top 20
school, whatever that means, I think

we need to consider how some of the
best schools in the nation educate their
students.
When Ivy League schools set about
educating their students,- the first two
years of classes are, for the most part,
designed how many people would
expect an English major's curriculum to
look. The students take the same classes throughout their first two years or so
at the Ivy League schools in order to
help develop something English majors
devote four years to developing: critical
thinking skills.
"So what?" I can hear you saying.
"So Clemson doesn't teach all of its
students these supposed 'critical thinking skills' that you apparently can't get
in engineering and that are so important
for succeeding at life. We still get jobs
after college. Why do you care?"
Well, I care because Clemson
University cares. Clemson continues
to push this idea of becoming a Top
20 school, a school that will become
a Mecca for knowledge of engineering and sciences. The problem is the
university is consistently and systematically pushing away from what makes
great schools great. Think about it; we
now have a doctoral program in how
to "translate information from 'bench
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to bedside,'" yet we are still lacking in
a doctoral program that deals with the
basics of what we need in order to communicate in America: English.
If there are still questions here of the
importance of doctoral English degrees,
and even doctoral liberal arts degrees
in general, I think taking a look at the
programs offered at MIT, the leading technological school in the nation,
can help us get a better idea of their
importance. To name just a few, MIT
offers its students Ph.D.s in linguistics,
philosophy, media arts and political
science. Clemson doesn't even offer
a master's degree for any of these.
As a side note though, Clemson does
currently offer an MLA in landscape
architecture. I think it's interesting and
relevant that Clemson considers bushes
to be more important than the minds of
its students.
You think the faculty at MIT knows
something that running Clemson behind
the scenes doesn't?
You bet.
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Facebook fosters hasty judgements.

AMY BICKETT

Columnist
Ah, the good old days —
before cell phones were necessary for survival, before
iPods became extensions of people's
bodies. Before Facebook began to
dictate our "events" and streamline
our relationships. Good old days?
What am I talking about? I can
barely remember a time before these
technologies existed. I find it difficult to walk across campus without
making a call or checking my voicemail, and rarely a day goes by without at least a few minutes of quality
Facebooking. At least.
I confess my Facebooking habit
with a degree of embarrassment, but
I know that I am not alone: many
have fallen prey to its wily ways, and
for good reason. Its charms are many.
Though iUcas beoome something of

an addiction, it makes certain things
so simple. Organizing events can
be accomplished with a few clicks,
birthdays are remembered for you,
and friends who live far away are
easy to keep in touch with.
While Facebook has made
our lives a little easier, it has also
changed the way we interact with
people in extremely weird, amusing and maybe even negative ways.
There has certainly never been a
better time to be a stalker (not that
I would know anything about that,
of course). What I want to get at is
the way Facebook can alter the way
we read people, however subtly. It
can give us a false sense of knowing people we seldom interact with,
allowing us to make hasty and shallow judgments.
Making assumptions about a person based on their lists of "favorites"
becomes tempting with Facebook.
Doing so becomes especially easy
when you read a person's profile
shortly after meeting him/her in
real life. A Facebook profile is like
the equivalent of said person's selfadvertisement, a concise electronic
identity just askirvg.toibe judged.) • . •

A recent New York Times article entitled "It's Not You, It's Your
Books" examines the way someone's
taste in books can be a romantic deal
breaker for the bookishly inclined.
Romantic context aside, I identified
a little too well with this article.
Maybe I just fail to comprehend
the depths of Nicholas Sparks and
Dan Brown, but when I see these two
authors' books listed as favorites on
a person's Facebook profile, I have
this awful tendency to smirk and
lower my opinion of the person's
intelligence. I believe this makes me
superficial.
If you're not a book snob, you are
clearly my moral superior. However,
there's a good chance you're a snob
about something else — music, movies, art, whatever—and know exactly
what I'm talking about.
To some extent, evaluating a
person based on his/her interests is
pretty normal — we would still do it
even without Facebook. And it's not
necessarily a bad thing; it just makes
us opinionated.
The situation is a little different with Facebook, though, in that
-it makes, us more prone to form

immediate, negative opinions about
people we barely know. All this
potentially off-putting information
about a person is right there in front
of us. In a real relationship of any
sort, however, it would take some
time to learn these things. Getting to
know someone generally mitigates
the weirdness factor of things that
could have initially prompted your
disdain or triggered your gag reflex.
In a face-to-face relationship,
you get a sense of what a person is
like and whether you enjoy hanging
out with him before you discover
the minutiae of his interests. By the
time you find that your friend is
secretly Yanni's biggest fan, wor-'
ships at the altar of Ayn Rand and
thinks "Catwoman" is the epitome
of cinematic genius, it probably
wouldn't matter that much. At least
not enough to have any real effect
on the way you view your friendship. What might be sad and slightly
pathetic in a mere acquaintance can
become an endearing quirk in a
friend.
AMY BICKETT is a senior majoring in
English. E-mail comments to
letters@TheTigerNews.com.
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Tigers take second ACC series

NBA
spotlight

Clemson wins two of three against Maryland, but lose both games against Georgia.
ADAM BAKER
STAFF WRITER

Doug Hogan, senior,
Georgia on Wednesday.

against

Shaking off inexperience, the young Tiger
baseball team took two games on the road at
Maryland. Entering the series 16-7, they needed
to pull together.
On Friday, clutch offense and solid pitching
gave the Tigers a 2-1 win. D.J. Mitchell started
the game for the Tigers and went eight innings.
Mitchell gave up one unearned run and struck out
six. The Tigers got on the board early when Mike
Freeman scored from second on a single by Ben
Paulsen. The Tigers scored again in the sixth inning. Catcher Doug Hogan reached second on a
dropped fly ball. Freshman Kyle Parker singled to
bring Hogan in and gave the Tigers the winning
margin. The Terrapins threatened late, but Casey
Harman and Matt Vaughn combined to keep the
Tigers' lead. Vaughn was credited with the save.
In the Saturday game, the offense was anything but clutch as Clemson stranded 11 runners on base. Graham Stonebumer got the start
at pitcher for the Tigers and worked five innings
without giving up any earned runs. The Tigers had
the early lead, when with two outs, John Hinson
scored on a double by Stan Widmann. The Tigers
added to the lead in the third when Hogan had a
RBI double to bring freshmen Jeff Schaus home,
and Hogan scored on a wild pitch to give Clemson
a 3-0 lead. The lead started to vanish in the fourth
when Maryland scored two unearned runs, followed by another unearned run in the fifth. In the
sixth, Justin Sarratt gave up one run on a groundout RBI to second, giving Maryland a 4-3 lead.
Maryland got their fifth run in the eighth inning
off an RBI single. Clemson was unable to bring
any of the three runners they stranded in the final
three innings home and lost 5-3.
In the match on Sunday, Clemson had strong
pitching and explosive late hitting. Ryan Hinson
got the start for the Tigers, allowing two runs over
seven innings, while striking out eight. Hinson's
performance helped earn him co-ACC Pitcher of
the Week honors.

Clemson took an early lead on an RBI groundout by Hogan that brought Freeman home from
third. They went up 2-0 on an RBI by Paulsen that
scored Schaus from third.
Maryland's only runs came in the fourth on an
outfield single and an error.
The Tigers padded their lead in the eighth
when Stan Widmann came off the bench and lined
out to right. Paulsen tagged and scored. In the
ninth, Clemson added three runs. Alex Lee tripled
to open the inning. Freeman's double brought him
in. Hogan's single resulted in two runs with Schaus
and Freeman scoring to make the score 6-2.
In the final two innings, Clemson's Casey
Harman and Matt Vaughn didn't give up a hit. Tigers' 6-2 victory gave them a 2-1 edge in the series.
Clemson's record stood at 18-8 overall and 6-6 in
conference after the weekend. The Tigers faced
a two-game series earlier this week against the
Georgia Bulldogs. Clemson dropped both games
to fall to 18-10, while Georgia improved to 17-10.
In Tuesday's game one, the Bulldogs blasted the
visiting Tigers 11-3. Georgia jumped ahead three
runs by the bottom of the first and tacked on two
more by the second.
After the fourth, Georgia was out to 9-0, effectively slamming the door on the Tigers. Cleanup
hitter Rich Poythress led offensively, batting 2-5
and driving in three runs. Every starter for Georgia got at least one hit. Only Kyle Parker, Wilson
Boyd, John Nester and pinch hitter Alex Lee managed one hit for the Tigers.
In game two on Wednesday, Georgia yet again
got the better of Clemson, beating them 6-4 at Tiger field. Georgia took an early 2-0 lead in the first,
but Clemson fought back, picking up two runs in
the second and taking a 4-2 lead with a two-run
homer by Ben Paulson in the third. Georgia tied
the game in the fifth with a two-run homer of their
own by Adam Fuller. Georgia took the final lead
of the game in the seventh, tacking on two runs.
In the upcoming weeks, the Tigers will face
Miami, South Carolina and North Carolina The
North Carolina series will be part of the Solid Orange Live weekend.

The NL East is probably the most
interesting of the national league races
in 2008. The Braves, Mets and Phillies all have legitimate shots at finding
themselves in the playoffs, but only
one or two will actually make it in. The
off-season acquisition of Johan Santana
makes the Mets a much more formidable
team, but there is a large dropoff in talent after Johan takes the mound. Pedro
Martinez and El Duque are getting too
old and have lost a lot of power while
John Maine and Oliver Perez are often
hit or miss pitchers. The Phillies bring
to the table a strong defensive infield
and a great batting lineup that features
three MVP candidates in Ryan Howard,
Jimmy Rollins and Chase Utley.
It feels strange calling the Braves
a dark horse after they strung together
14 consecutive division titles, but after
two years of playoff drought Atlanta
finally looks primed to make a run. Veteran Tom Glavine was a key off-season
pickup this year after he ranked fourth in
quality starts last year despite his terrible
outings at the end of his 2007 campaign.
A healthy Mike Hampton also helps the
Braves, who have not had this much

Amidst the mass hysteria of wannabe know-it-all college basketball fanatics, the apocalyptic ending for Purnell's
squad and the rise of baseball season,
people have totally disregarded the fact
that the NBA's version of March Madness is looming around the comer like an
unwanted teenage pregnancy. From the
Houston Rockets improbable 22-game
winning streak to the five-man MVP race
to the eight-way race Western Conference Champs, to the pathetic excuses for
the once powerful basketball franchises
known as the New York Knickerbockers
and the Miami Heat, this season has been
good to this point. With their poor play,
Isiah Thomas and company could only
hope to play this Monday in San Antonio
for the NCAA's Final Four. And for the
Heat? Well, now that Dwayne Wade's out
of the picture, the Heat have become unbearable to watch while fading away into
obscurity. If I had one minute to live, I'd
watch a Heat game because it'd feel like
an hour, and after 30 seconds, I'd want to
take my own life.
The playoffs are about to begin, and
without even knowing it, people have
plenty to get excited about. Take for instance the fact that the entertainment
center of America, Los Angeles, Calif.,
and their basketball team, the Lakers,
have become relevant again after taking
what seems like an exile into mediocrity
the past few years (post Shaq.) If there's
one guy I would possibly sell my soul to
go see play, it's got to be Kobe Bryant.
Whether he's leading his surprisingly dependable role players, like Moses leading
his people into the Promised Land, or he's
chucking up shots like the basketball's a
hot potato, every play is worth watching
with this guy.
Just to give the NBA-challenged an
update on how the playoffs are shaking
up, the Lakers are viewed as one of the
favorites to take home the crown jewels
in June because of their well balanced
attack led by Bryant and journeyman
Lamar Odom, their mid-season addition
of Paul Gasol and Hall of Fame worthy
coach Phil Jackson. The only knock I
think myself and basketball analysts have
against the Lakers is the anti-clutch factor Odom possesses towards the end of
games and whether once outcast forward
Andrew Bynum will be able to gel after
returning from injury. I watched a game a
few weeks back where Odom got fouled
towards the end of the game, needing
both foul shots to tie it up, and he gives
the camera one of those looks a paid-off
prize fighter gives just before he goes
"down for the count," ultimately missing
both shots. Not sure I want a guy like that
in my comer in crunch time.
The Rockets will undoubtedly become the first team to have a 22-game
winning streak and lose in the first round
of the playoffs. I'm sorry Tracy McGrady,
but as the sun rises, you fail to get past

see MLB page C6

see NBA page C7

2008 MLB Season Preview and Predictions
RYAN LAUNIUS
STAFF WRITER

The 2008 baseball season is finally
upon us, and with it comes new hopes
and excitement for the fans of all 30
major league franchises. After months
of trades, free agency and spring training, teams are finally playing games
that matter in the standings. All of those
fantasy baseball drafts are coming to
fruition. But with the dawning of this
new season, fans and experts alike are
predicting their outcomes for the playoff picture when October rolls around.
I will make no exception of myself with
concerns to the clogging of all media
outlets with even more predictions that
may or may not happen.
The AL East is the most commonly
talked about division in baseball because of the perennial playoff of the Red
Sox and Yankees. The division will be
no different this year, with the exception
of challenging dark horse teams emerging below the two juggernaut franchises. The Tampa Bay Rays have a whole
lot more to talk about this season than a
new team name. Tampa has more young
talent bursting out of their farm system
than they know what to do with. Scott

Kazmir led the majors in strikeouts last
season as he fanned 239 batters and put
up a 2.39 ERA after the All-Star break.
The Rays also have one of the most potent offenses in the majors with young
stars like Carl Crawford and B.J. Upton
leading the way.
But the Yankees and the Red Sox
aren't about to become pushovers because of a team full of young guns from
Tampa. Boston and New York have the
two highest payrolls in the majors for a
reason, and that is because of the pure
talent the franchises have managed to
pull together. The reigning World Series
champion Red Sox are returning almost an the entire squad from last year,
including one of the more dominant
pitching staffs in a decade with Beckett,
Matsuzaka, Okajima and Papelbon. The
young talent is bubbling over in Red
Sox nation as well, with players Jacoby
Ellsbury and Dustin Pedroia leading the
way. New York is also returning a dominant, record breaking offense from last
season, and if pitchers Philip Hughes
and Ian Kennedy can stay healthy they
will cruise to their 14th straight playoff
appearance.
The AL Central is even more
stacked this year after the Detroit Tigers

acquired third basemen Miguel Cabrera
and pitcher Dontrelle Willis from the
Marlins. The Tigers' batting lineup is
overpowered with four potential Cooperstown hopefuls in Ordonez, Sheffield, Cabrera and Rodriguez.
Cleveland is also among the teams
to beat in the Central with returning Cy
Young Award winner C.C. Sabathia to
the mound and five category fantasystud Grady Sizemore at the plate. The
White Sox also look menacing after
picking up Nick Swisher, who will
thrive off of hitting home runs in the
more compact field of U.S. Cellular.
The AL West is up for grabs this
year between the Seattle Mariners and
the Los Angeles Angels of Anaheim.
The Angels have been hurt early with
the loss of 20-game-winner John Lackey, but Vladimir Guerrero and newcomer Torii Hunter will look to make up for
lost ground at the plate. The Mariners
have brought together their best team
since the departure of Griffey Jr. and ARod now that they have traded for Erik
Bedard to compliment King Felix in the
lineup. If Seattle manages to find consistent offensive production they could
win 95+ games before the regular season ends.

TIGER SCHEDULE
BASEBALL

WOMEN'S ROWING

MEN'S TENNIS

WOMEN'S TENNIS

MEN'S GOLF

WOMEN'S TRACK

Friday-Sunday
4/4-6
Miami
7 p.m. (Fri.)
7 p.m. (Sat.)
1 p.m. (Sun.)
Coral Gables, Fla.

Monday-Sunday
4/6-7
San Diego Crew Classic
TBA
San Diego, Calif.

Saturday 4/5
Maryland
12 noon
Clemson, S.C.

Saturday 4/5
Virginia Tech
11 a.m.
Clemson, S.C.

Friday-Sunday 4/4-6
August State Collegiate
All Day
Augusta, Ga.

Friday 4/4
Florida Relays
TBA
Gainesville, Fla.

Wednesday 4/9
South Carolina
3 p.m.
Clemson, S.C.

Sunday 4/6
Virginia
1 p.m.
Clemson, S.C.
. . .

....

Saturday 4/5
Clemson Invitational
11 a.m.
Clemson, S.C.
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Leggett squad to battle ACC's best
Clemson looks to win another conference series against No. 2 Miami.
BRANDON BOATWRIGHT
STAFF WRITER

Coming off their second consecutive conference series win against Maryland this past weekend, the Tigers (18-8, 6-6) prepare for a pivotal
road trip to Coral Gables, Fla. to take on the Miami
Hurricanes this weekend.
The Tigers took two of three games from the
struggling Terrapins (14-13, 3-9) over the weekend. Stellar pitching led to Clemson's second conference series win in as many weeks. As a unit, the
Tigers' pitching staff dominated Maryland batters
posting a 1.38 ERA allowing a mere four earned
runs while striking out 19 Terps.
Starters D.J. Mitchell, Graham Stoneburner
and Ryan Hinson continued to impress over the
weekend. The trio combined for 20.0 innings
pitched allowing just two earned runs (both by
Hinson in Clemson's 6-2 victory on Sunday) and
striking out 18 compared to just four walks.
The Clemson bullpen came through in the
clutch over the weekend as well.
With no outs and the tying run on third in the
bottom of the ninth inning on Friday, Clemson's
Casey Harman and Matt Vaughn combined to retire
three straight batters and preserved the Tigers' 2-1
win.
Clemson's offense outhit the Terps .272 to . 189
in the series and outscored Maryland 11-8. Mike
Freeman and Jeff Schaus led the Tigers offensively
.combining to go 10 of 23 at the plate.

Sophomore lefty Matt Zoltak has struggled early on
in relief efforts this year.

The Tigers hope to bring home a third straight
conference series win against Miami this weekend.
The Hurricanes (21-2, 9-1) sit atop the Coastal division of the ACC standings and are powered by
one of the conference's most potent offenses - not
to mention a pitching staff that allows a league-
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Arizona State
Miami
North Carolina
Missouri
UC Irvine
Florida State
California
Vanderbilt
South Carolina
Long Beach State
Nebraska
Wichita State
Stanford
Virginia
Rice
Texas
San Diego
Arizona
Florida
UNC Wilmington
Kentucky
Michigan
UCLA
Coastal Carolina
Cal State Fullerton
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leading .220 opponent batting average.
Miami leads the overall series with the Tigers
23-22 and are.11-8 against Clemson at home. However, the past three seasons have been all Clemson
with the Tigers owning a 9-2 record against the
Hurricanes including series sweeps in the 2005 and
2006 seasons.
To continue their winning ways, the Tigers will
have to keep an eye out for Miami second baseman
Jemile Weeks.
The junior has put up impressive offensive
numbers for the Hurricanes this season: .400 batting average, six homers and 27 RBIs to lead the
'Canes offense. Anchored by four other players
whose batting averages are above .360, Miami is
second in the ACC with a team average of .337.
The Hurricanes know how to get runners on base.
Pitching has been nothing short of impressive
for the Hurricanes this season. The pitching staff
has a 3.45 ERA through the first third of the season.
Pitcher Chris Hernandez has been a force this season. Hernandez (4-0), in six starts, has an astounding 2.08 ERA along with 38 strikeouts and just six
walks. That's not a bad resume for a freshman.
This weekend will be a crucial series for both
teams as they compete for conference standing.
It promises to be a competitive series with both
dominant pitching and potent offenses, comparable to any other Clemson-Miami baseball series.
Friday and Saturday's games will begin at 7 p.m.
while Sunday's contest will start at 1 p.m. in Coral
Gables, Fla.

OFFENSIVE KEY TO THE SERIES
Clemson's offense has established
themselves this season. The Tigers are
hitting at a .308 average and pound opposing pitching, averaging almost seven runs per game. However, Miami's
pitching staff is no slouch. The 'Canes
have shown excellent control by striking out 213 batters this season, having
only walked 64. The Tigers will have to
get the ball in play and be aggressive
at the plate.
PITCHING KEY TO THE SERIES
Only one Clemson starter has experience pitching against Miami, junior
lefthander Ryan Hinson. Experience
will yet again play a key role as a fairly
young Tiger pitching staff takes on a
battle-hardened Hurricane lineup. The
Tigers have shown mastery on the
mound at times this season and when
they're on, they can compete with anyone. Clemson's pitchers need to stay
composed and try to remain ahead in
the count for most of the game.
X-FACTOR
The Clemson bullpen will be he
ily relied upon during this series. The
starters have been consistently able to
chew up innings, and the bullpen has
been on lockdown for a good part of
the season. If the bullpen is effective,
the Tigers stand a good chance of coming home with their third straight ACC
series win.
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School
Conf. Overall
ATLANTIC DIVISION
24-3
11-1
Florida State
18-9
6-6
Clemson
16-9
5-6
N.C State
12-14
5-6
Wake Forest
15-13
3-9
Maryland
12-14
Boston College 2-10
COASTAL DIVISION
12-2
9-1
Miami
22-5
8-3
North Carolina
24-5
8-4
Virginia
23-5
8-4
Georgia Tech
21-7
4-7
Duke
9-18
0-12
Virginia Tech
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entertainment for you!

spoken word artist travis watkins
'

4, 2008
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-« i am music.
i am entertainment,
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am entertainment, i am live.
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i am music. \
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come listen to the powerful words
of college football star turned poet.
bring along your own poetry to share with travis!

tillman auditorium
wed april 16 @ 8 pm
FREE!

National Nutrition Month®
Health & Nutrition Fair
Monday, March 31st
11 sOO a*m, - 2:00 p.m.
Hendrix Center Ballroom
Learn the facts..,
• Health & nutrition booths
• Food demonstrations
• Food samples
• Prises

Come to the health & nutrition fair and
enter a chance to win a Nintendo Wii

I

Wii

Brought to you by Clemson Dining Services
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Saturday's matchup of the
Memphis Tigers and the UCLA
Bruins features two teams in
similar situations with many
important differences.
Both of these teams represent members of the basketball elite, and no one is
surprised to see these two No.
1 seqds in the Final Four.
UCLA may be the most storied program in college basketball history as they boast an incredible 11
national titles and 18 final four appearances. However, with only one of these national championships in
Im the past 30 years and one-and-done trips to the Final
Four in both of the previous seasons, the Bruins are
longing for a return to glory this year.
If UCLA represents the "old blood," then Memphis could be regarded as the new kids on the block.
The Tigers have won the most games in college basketball over the past three years. With two previous
Final Four appearances, the Tigers are not complete
strangers to postseason success, but they do look to
take home the school's first ever national championship this year. Both teams are also led by potential future Hall of Fame coaches. John Calipari
and Ben Howland, with their spectacular years so far, join legendary Kentucky coach Adolph
Rupp as the only coaches in NCAA history to record three consecutive 30-win seasons. Both
also look to strike their names off of the top of the list of the best coaches in the NCAA to have
never on a national title. They have led their respective teams this year to regular season and
conference championships, earning them No. 1 seeds in the NCAA tournament.
As similar as these coaches may appear, the differences in their coaching philosophies
could not be more glaring.
Calipari has made it known that he will not recruit a player without athleticism who cannot
beat his man one-on-one. Using a strategy that emphasizes a high energy, fast pace and smothering defense, Calipari likes to create lanes for his athletes to drive and score.
Howland, on the other hand, takes much more stoic approach.
Looking upon excessive emotion and energy as a potential negative, he desires for his
teams to be composed, fundamentally sound, versatile, consistent and wholeheartedly committed to playing defense.
Both teams are being carried into the Final Four on the backs of spectacular freshmen.
Memphis point guard Derrick Rose and UCLA center Kevin Love have, since the beginning of
the season, been touted as the missing ingredients necessary for a title run. However, on both
ends of the position spectrum, these two bring very different skill sets to the table.
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Playing lockdown defense and slashing to the basket on offense, Rose may
be the most athletic player in the country.
Averaging 14.5 points, 4.5 rebounds and
almost five assists per game, Rose has
been one of the most exciting players to
watch in college basketball this year. With
multiple highlight reels of coast-to-coast
finishes, Rose has just begun to show what
he is capable of with a spectacular tournament so far.
Love is less flashy, but he may mean
even more for the success of his team.
Grabbing 10 rebounds and 17
points a game, Love scored
double digits in every game
of the 2007-08 season. Playing
with great fundamentals and
technique, Love has a pretty
jump shot, rebounds as well as
any college player and dishes
out assists with masterful kickout passes from down low.
Both named as the outstanding players of their respective regions, this freshmen duo with last names more reminiscent of
Valentine's Day than March Madness will have plenty to say on Saturday in San Antonio.
In Saturday's matchup, a low scoring affair is to be expected as both teams are known for
their suffocating defense.
Memphis will look towards their long, athletic frontcourt duo of Joey Dorsey and Robert
Dozier to limit Kevin Love as much as possible.
Love looks to return the favor when Memphis has the ball and deliver the kind of shutdown
performance against Dorsey that Greg Oden of Ohio State created to knock out the Tigers in
last year's tournament.
In the backcourt, UCLA will have to control Memphis's leading scorer Chris Douglas-Roberts along with the freshman sensation at point guard to have a chance. The Bruins feature one
of the nations top point guards in their own right as Darren Collison averages almost 15 points
per game and may even be a step faster than Rose. Josh Shipp, the top scorer returning from
last years Final Four run, and the quickly developing scorer Russell Westbrook should also be
able to generate points for UCLA.
While UCLA gets the nod in experience with many returners from its previous two Final
Four trips, Memphis is the more talented, athletic and deeper team. While the defensive prowess of both teams should keep scoring at a premium, Memphis should be able to use its athleticism to generate points when it counts in a close, hard-fought Tiger win.

ADAM CRISWELL
STAFF WRITER

UCLA vs. MEMPHIS

FINAL FOUR
MIKE MYLAN
STAFF WRITER
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UNC vs. KANSAS

After months of competition, the Final Four lineup is set. The University of North Carolina
emerged from the West bracket and the Kansas University Jayhawks won the Midwest bracket.
For the first time since the NCAA expanded the tournament in 1979, all four No. 1 teams have
made it to the Final Four. It only took the NCAA committee 28 years to get the bracket right.
Yet is it really better that all four No. 1 seeds made it to the Final Four?
In recent years it seemed more exciting when underdogs entered the last two games. George
Mason's popularity soared when they made the Final Four in 2006 as a No. 11 seed.
This year, everyone became a Stephen Curry or Davidson fanatic. Kansas, the team that
finally put an end to Davidson's miracle run, had what seemed like an easy road to the Final
Four playing a No. 16, No. 8, No. 12 and No. 10 seed. Even though these games might have
looked easy on paper, the Jayhawks' foes were talented enough to keep up with Kansas.
After Kansas' victories over Portland State and the UNLV Rebels, they faced their third
game against the Villanova Wildcats.
The team that had upset the Clemson Tigers looked to keep their Cinderella story alive.
Kansas, however, stayed composed throughout the game and never left anything in doubt, winning by 15. Kansas was finally matched up against fan favorite Davidson in the Elite 8. Davidson, which led the game with
just seven minutes left, was
unable to control their lead
for the remaining minutes.
Kansas star Brandon Rush
was one of the leading scorers with 12 points, including
the final two free throws to
keep Davidson away.
Davidson's Curry kept
the game exciting with a late
three-pointer, but his teammate Jason Richards was
unable to capitalize with a
buzzer beating shot; his shot
went wide and hit the backboard.
North Carolina's path to
the Final Four seemed even
smoother than the Jayhawks'
journey.
The Tar Heels never really had any game in doubt,
having one of the highest
point totals in NCAA tournament history, averaging
93 points a game. Carolina
beat up on their first two
opponents, Mount Saint
| ,M»r#;s,and.A*»«s0s.»Tliey,

played four-seeded Washington State in their third game, which looked like a potential upset game. However, despite Washington State's stellar defense, UNC came up with 68 points
while holding Washington to just 47 points.
Carolina's most recent opponent was three-seeded Louisville where they were able to
win by 10. North Carolina's Tyler Hansbrough came up with 28 points and 13 rebounds. Hansbrough, Most Outstanding Player of the East bracket, is the type of player any coach envies
during a close game. He made the difference against Louisville.
The two No. 1 seeds will face off in what could be an epic game. The contest has an
added storyline as former Jayhawk coach, Roy Williams, is now head coach for Carolina. Williams led Kansas to the NCAA finals twice in his 15 years as a coach at the university.
He has already claimed one championship with UNC and looks to capitalize on the opportunity to win another. Williams expressed his emotion for Kansas. "I have the greatest love
for a place," said Williams, "[where] I gave my heart, body and soul for 15 years." However,
he knows not to let his emotions get in the way of the game when his team has an opportunity
at another championship.
Kansas has talented players like Mario Chalmers and Brandon Rush to play against anyone
in the country. Yet it looks like UNC has the essentials to battle on to the NCAA championship.
Tyler Hansbrough, has been the tournament star averaging more than 22 points and 10
rebounds throughout the season. The
UNC junior looks poised to battle
Kansas following the big win over
Louisville. Together with Hansbrough are stars Wayne Ellington and Ty Lawson. If the trio
can get the explosive UNC
offense to work cohesively
early on in the game there
may be no stopping them.
Carolina has shown it can
play defense, holding Washington State to 47, and it can play offense
scoring more than 100 in two games.
Look for UNC to dominate early and
control the tempo against Kansas for
a victory. North Carolina versus Kansas will be the second of the Final
Four games to be played.
The game will be on Saturday
in San Antonio, Texas, as both look
to reach the championship game. It
looks to be one of the most exciting
games of the tournament.
The teams, coaches and fans are
all driven to reach the final game with
, pwde,fpr {Jyjjr.p/ijgrams 99 tfvMine, ♦,
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Tigers finish solid at
Furman Invitational
Clemson golfers place second despite difficult playing conditions.
ALEX URBAN
STAFF WRITER
The Clemson Men's Golf team
survived terrible playing conditions
last weekend at the Furman Invitational played in Greenville, S.C., firing a
13-over 877 to finish in second place,
three shots behind Tennessee-Chattanooga.
Finishing at 882, five shots back,
were the Gamecocks, who finished
in a second place tie with the Tigers
just the week before in a tournament
at Bull Run; Western Kentucky and
Vanderbilt finished in a tie at 888 to
round out the top five teams in the
field of 25.
This appearance was the first in
the event in 11 years for Clemson, and
cold, windy conditions on Sunday followed them; the temperature was 45
degrees with the windchill of 35.
The Tigers finished strong on Sunday despite the weather, Ben Martin
and Sam Saunders fighting for solid
73's in conditions that caused most

players, including Clemson's lowest
finisher Kyle Stanley, to shoot high
numbers. Stanley was in first place
entering the last round on Sunday on
the heels of a 71 -69 start through two
rounds.
But he could not stay the course in
the blustery final round shooting a 78
in which he was never on track to finish in fifth place for the tournament.
Martin and Saunders used their
steady final rounds to finish in 26th
and seventh place, respectively. Phillip Mollica shot 72-76-74 to finish at
222, good for 16th place.
The low score for the tournament
was set by Jonathan Hodge of champion Tennessee-Chattanooga with 213.
Clemson's low score was actually
Zach Siefert, a senior who played the
event as an individual, so his core did
not count in the team totals.
His scores of 71-73-73 was good
for a 217 and fourth place, his best
finish ever as a Clemson Tiger. He
recorded three eagles for the tourna-

ment, one in each round.
Martin was looking strong out of
the gate on Sunday, recording three
birdies on his first six holes, but cooled
off with a 40 on the backside to finish
with 73, still a fantastic round for the
conditions.
Luke Hopkins rounded out the
scoring for the Tigers with a 42nd
place finish; his 226 total was highlighted by a closing 74 on the worst
day of scoring for the tournament.
Clemson's golf team has been recording solid finishes all season and
have been peaking near the end of the
season.
They hope to ride this wave of
momentum into the ACC Tournament
that is going to be held at the Old North
State Club in New London, N.C., from
April 18 to 20.
The Tigers are in action one more
time before the ACC Tournament,
playing this weekend at the Augusta
State Collegiate at Champions Retreat
in Augusta, Ga.
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MLB from page Cl

2008 Playoff Predictions:
AL East Champions: Boston Red Sox
AL Central Champions: Detroit Tigers
AL West Champions: Seattle Mariners
AL Wild Card: New York Yankees
NIL East Champions: Atlanta Braves
NIL Central Champions: Chicago Cubs
NL West Champions: San Diego Padres
NIL Wild Card: New York Mets

WORLD SERIES:
Detroit Tigers over the New York Mets 4-2

surplus starting pitching since the holy
trinity of Glavine/Smoltz/Maddux was
in place. The focal point of the Atlanta
offense is going to be the back to back
switch hitters in Chipper Jones and
Mark Teixiera, who will continue to
baffle managers and pitchers all season
with their plate production.
The NL Central is coming off a
tight 2007 race in which the Cubs edged
out the Brewers in the final week of the
season. This season will feel like a case
of deja vu for most fans with the added

f women's
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for the

Inaugural Women's
Leadership Conference
HENDRIX STUDENT CENTER
Clemson University

Saturday, April 12,2008
Register by April 1,2008
clemson.edu/womensleadership
Questions, contact wlc@clemson.edu
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bonus of watching a young Cincinnati
Reds team in the rearview mirror of the
frontrunners for most of the season.
The big off-season acquisition for the
Brewers was closer Eric Gagne, who is
four years and three surgeries removed
from his prime. Gagne was worthless
last year once the Red Sox picked him
up, and he is a major downgrade from
Francisco Cordero, who was lost to the
Reds in free agency over the winter.
The reigning division champion Cubs
spent the off-season filling their gaps at
the plate by picking up a power lefty
who can play in right field by signing Kosuke Fukudome away from the
Japanese leagues. If the Cubs manage
to hold together their surplus of starting pitching while scoring runs consistently, they will be a tough team to beat
in the Central.
The NL West is one of the toughest divisions to decide upon when
picking the playoff forecast because
a case can be made for almost every
team except the Giants. The Dodgers
have a completely new look with incoming manager Joe Torre leading the
way. Centerfielder Andruw Jones and
starting pitcher Hiroki Kuroda were
the two main offseason acquisitions by
the Dodgers, who should have a strong
pitching staff and offense through the
summer. The Padres have a lackluster
offense which is led by first baseman
Adrian Gonzales, but they make up for
their scoring deficiencies by having
easily the most dominant pitching staff
in the majors.
Jake Peavy and Chris Young headline a staff that lead the NL in ERA in
a dominant fashion this past season,
and if newcomer Mark Prior pitches
anything like his old self when he returns to action in July, the Padres will
be even better.
The young Arizona Diamondbacks
lead the National League in wins last
season and seem to be only getting better with age. As former first overall pick
Justin Upton progresses this season, he
will join his fellow outfielders Chris
Young and Eric Byrnes in leading his
offense to another division championship. The D-Back's pitching staff has
only gotten better in 2008 as former Cy
Young award winner Brandon Webb is
joined by former Oakland pitcher Dan
Haren in the lineup. If Brandon Lyon
succeeds at filling in for Jose Valverde
(who was lost to free agency), then it's
scary to think of what this team will
be able to accomplish. The Colorado
Rockies are coming off a miracle season in which they managed to win every game necessary down the stretch to
make a run into the playoffs. Last season's batting champion Matt Holliday
and runner up Rookie of the Year Troy
Tulowitzki are attempting to prove that
their magical run was not a fluke in
2008.
Even though the Rockies managed
to pull it all together at the right time
last season, I find it hard to believe that
they can do it again over this 162 game
stretch. The Rockies pitching wasabysmal until their September/October run
last season, and after losing Josh Fogg
to free agency I don't see them doing
• • much evan with theiroffanse. , « > * *.
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NBA from page Cl
first round of the playoffs every year.
Some paths just cannot be altered. Besides, I would rather be blind, deaf and
dumb than listen to Center Dikembe
Mutombo speak in a press conference
past the first round of games. Rick Alderman's coaching brilliance can simply
not make up for the trickle down effect
McGrady will inevitably have on the rest
of the lineup. The Rockets will likely go
up in the series 2-1, possibly even 3-1
(see: O-town Magic 2003 playoff run)
to whatever team they are playing and
then proceed to sink like the Titanic in
the end. I may be wrong here, but history and statistics aren't on their side.
Stop me if you haven't heard one of
these names: LeBron, Kobe, Chris Paul,
Kevin Gamett and Steve Nash. The
most unlikely of the four coming into
this season to crash the MVP Party race
was Paul. But with his roadrunner like
speed and pinpoint passing, he has found
a way to make New Orleans a legitimate
title-contender, which is strange to even
write, but sometimes the truth really is
stranger than fiction.
This season, Paul has powered the
"N'awlins" Hornets to the best in the
West so far with a 50-23 mark, including going 5-2 against their main titlethreat contenders (Lakers, Cavaliers,
Celtics). He's on his way to becoming
the league's first 20-10 (20 points per
game, 10 assists per game) guy since
Tim Hardaway in 1992-93. He's also
averaging a ludicrous 4.5 assists to every turnover, which is absolutely astonishing considering the suicide-like pace
he plays at running up and down the
court like he stole something.
LeBron is still performing at the un-

fathomable level of greatness we all expected him to, while leading his makeshift Cavaliers into the playoff race for
another shot at bringing the trophy to
Cleveland after getting swept away last
summer by the Spurs like an ugly stepsister.
However, they will be hard-pressed
to get past the Celtic's three-man circus
of Gamett, Pierce and Allen. Like McGrady, Garnett carries around an early
playoff-exit cancer that has prevented
him from putting the final stamp on his
high school to pro boy-wonder legacy.
The only fault 1 have been able to find
with the Celtics is that aside from the 3man- weave, the rest of the players tend to
become 10-year-olds on the court, idolizing their three superheroes at the end
of close games going into sure-fire spectator mode waiting for one of the three
heroes to make "all the right moves,"
but what will happen when all three go
cold? It's happened several times during
the regular season, especially against
eastern conferences foes to which
they have lost nine of their 15 games.
Basically, the beasts of the East that
will be fighting for a finals berth will be
the Cavaliers, Celtics and Detroit Pistons (who have quietly gone under the
radar this year despite possessing the
third best overall record in the league).
While the top eight in the Western conference will.all be in a mad-dash for the
finish line only to find themselves in a
battle royale leading up to the championship round. Do yourself a favor and
tune in to a seven-game series or two,
questionable officiating, dynamic playmakers and a good way to forget about
your busted-brackets by watching the
guys who get paid to play. Basketball of
this caliber is worth living to see.
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Summer Internet Classes!
Women's Studies 103:

Women in Global
Perspective
Summer I Prof. D. Perpich
Summer II Prof. A. Booher

Top Five Reasons
to Attend Summer
School at Winthrop
5. You want to graduate.
4. Parking is not a problem.
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Meets CCA Requirement

3. Classes vary in length. (3,4 or 9 weeks).
2. Credits may help you keep your
LIFE scholarship.
1. Save cash-summer classes cost less!

Destination...The Citadel

Housing and meal plans are available.
To learn more, visit
www.wintbrop.edu/sumrnerscbool

Summer School
Relaxing academic atmosphere
Flexible enrollment
Transferable credits
Day and evening class times
Degree and certification programs
Undergraduate and graduate courses
• Located in Charleston, SC

Register today for Maymester and Summer School.
Call (843) 953-5089 or visit www.citadel.edu/graduatecollege for more information.
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Where did Oliver
get that jacket?

ONEart Exhibition. DCF
Building, under Keith St.
Bar and Grill, downtown
Clemson. 7 p.m.
Free refreshments.
World of Dances 2008.
Dances include African,
Caribbean, Indian and
more. $5 students, $10
general public. Gantt
Intercultural Center. 6 p.m.
to 9 p.m.

WSBF Spring Concert in
field outside of Hendrix
featuring Dave Dondero,
Young Livers, Look Mexico,
We Versus the Shark, and
New Brutalism//. 6 p.m.
Free!

Michael Feldman's National
Public Radio program
"Whad'Ya Know?" Brooks
Center. 11 a.m. $35.

Movie and Discussion: "for
the BIBLE tells me so."
McKissick Theater. 7 p.m.
to 9 p.m. Free. Also April 9
from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.

D

Solid Orange Live prepares
to rock out on campus

of Events
CU French Club Art Sale/
Fundraiser. Hendrix Center
Atrium. Half of proceeds
go to St. Jude's Research
Hospital. 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

SECTION

Food, festivities and national artists galore!
CORRINA MILLER
STAFF WRITER

Students, be prepared! Solid
Orange Live is going to be like nothing Clemson has ever seen!
It's a jam-packed weekend of
music, sports and festival activities
including a 40-foot Ferris wheel.
Who doesn't love a Ferris wheel?
Not to mention all that delicious fair
food coupled with amazing national
artists like The Wailers and Colbie
Caillat.
The festival will run April ll12 and add to the already exciting
and intense Tiger sports line- up:
the annual spring football game
Saturday, April 12; a home baseball series against the University of
North Carolina, a women's tennis
match against Maryland, and the
Solid Orange Classic outdoor track
and field meet.
The main attraction of the firstever Solid Orange Festival is the
music featuring a wide array of
bands and music entertainment that
would normally fall outside a college student's budget.
Everything from pop to urban
to reggae is included. The schedule
includes pop star Colbie Caillat,

country star Rodney Adkins, hip
hop artist Wyclef Jean, '80s pop
star Eddie Money and reggae band
The Wailers, who are infamous
for their work with the legendary
Bob Marley.
Regional independent artists include the Athens, Ga.
rock band The Whigs and songwriter Jason Reeves, along
with local artists
Picturemefree, Joe
McCreedy, Swift
Robinson and
Jyve Theory,
all from the
Clemson
area.
Along
with
the
national and
local
artist
lineup, Solid
Orange Live will
also be hosting a
carnival that includes
rides, games and local ven
dors selling food and merchandise.
"More than 30,000 people
will be coming into campus for
the spring football game and other
athletic events," said Marty Kern,
general manager of Littlejohn

Coliseum. "We wanted to create
an event that the Clemson students
will look forward to. Solid Orange
Live is an event that Tiger Paw

Oil is affecting your wallet even if you
' call it black
STAFF WRITER
gold or Texas
Tea. Oil gets
a fair amount of bad press, but it
has been receiving a lot of good
reviews as a plot device in recent
movies. Documentaries like "Crude
Awakening" and star-driven independent films like "Syriana" have been
spurring other films about the muckish goop that is the daily subject of
headlines. It is fair to say that upcoming films will be dealing with oil in
humorous or serious ways.
There is a scene in the recent
Oscar-nominated film "There Will
Be Blood" where Daniel Plainview's
(Daniel Day Lewis) oilrig catches on
fire. The people I was watching the
film with started discussing how the
fire would be put out. I remember
seeing images, courtesy of CNN and
the movie "Jarhead," of the oil-well
fires that were part of the Scorched
Earth policy of the Iraqi Republican
Guard fleeing US troops, but they
never enlightened the public on how
to extinguish fires that are consuming five million gallons of oil a day.
You can't just cap a broken oilrig
while it is on fire because it will just
ignite again. And if you don't know
from personal experience, water just
makes things worse. "There Will
be Blood" uses what looks like a
primitive way to stop the fire, but it

turns out that detonating a controlled
explosion within the fire kills all the
oxygen, thus smothering the flames.
Despite getting to blow things up,
who would want to be an oil-well
firefighter?
John Wayne, that's who.
After almost 40 years of fighting Indians and train robbers in the
American West, "The Duke" decided
to take on raging oil fires in the 1968
film "Hellfighters." John Wayne's
character Chance Buckman is modeled after Red Adair, the real life
firefighter who fought more than
2,000 fires around the world throughout his life.
The blazes take Chance and
his hybrid crew of roughnecks and
firefighters around the world at a
moment's notice to remote places
where fires have erupted from drilling operations. The jet setting isn't
glamorous and doesn't leave a lot
of time or security for relationships.
Oil-well firefighters are married to
their jobs like so many other male
figures in the cinema who put their
careers first, only to realize they
missed out on their family. Chance's
daughter, played by the stunning
Katherine Ross fresh off her role in
"The Graduate," comes to visit her
estranged dad but quickly reunites
her parents while pursuing her own
love interests in one of the crew's
younger members. Imagine the opening of "Armageddon" without Ben
Affleck to ruin it. Besides stunning

Production has worked on for several years."
Advance
weekend
tickets are just $25 for
students, $35 for nonstudents, and they are
on sale now through
April 6 at the Littlejohn
Coliseum
box
office
(Monday through Friday, 10
a.m. to 6 p.m.).
Tickets are also available
rough Ticketmaster outlets and online at www.
ticketmaster.com.
Weekend tickets
get students in both
days for all concerts.
Festival hours
will be Friday, April
11, from noon - 1
a.m., and Saturday,
April 12, 10 a.m. midnight.
The weekend is promising to be a fabulous one
filled with food, festivities and
incredible amounts of fun.
It's no wonder Kat Bartman,
director of TigerPaw Productions,
called this "Clemson's Spring
Homecoming."

JASON
YANG
STAFF WRITER

Speaker Arun Gandhi,
peace activist and proponent of nonviolence,
for One World Week.
Speaking on "Lessons
from his Grandfather" and
"A Nonviolent Response
of Terrorism." Hendrix
Ballrooms. Free.

"Can Women Ever Become
Modern?" seminar by
Phi Beta Kappa Visiting
Scholar Dr. Sandra
Harding. Strom Thurmond
Institute. Free.
CU Choral Ensembles.
Features the Clemson
University Singers,
Women's Glee and Men's
Glee. Brooks Center for
the Performing Arts.
Students free, adults $5.
8 p.m.

Have an event you want to
see featured on the calendar?
E-mail
timeout@thetigernews.com.

With the unsuccessful release of
Windows Vista, Microsoft has been
working around the clock to try and correct its errors. Even with the non-backwards-compatible DirectX 10 graphics
engine, Microsoft has dug itself into an
even deeper hole. However, they might
be starting to leam from their mistakes.
Rumors are circulating that Microsoft
is not only creating a new version of their
popular graphics engine, but that DirectX
11 will be available by the end of the year
and will support Raytracing, using Intel's
x86 Raytracing technology. There are
multiple modes implemented that will
still support rasterization, today's current
technology, so older games and graphics
will still work.
The reason this is a big announcement is not only that a ray-traced video
usually takes hours to render on a normal
consumer-level processor, but that the
engine will also process other variables,
such as player or enemy health, at the
same time when used in games like we
all know it will be. The depth that raytracing gives will immerse us in photorealistic graphical environments that are
completely interactive and scalable. For
example, you might find that you can
zoom in and repeatedly find more details
in the environment; even though the
developers put those details in no performance will be lost To put it simply,
today's technology doesn't even come
close to doing that.
Raytracing a video in real-time has
see TECH page D6

CHRIS
JAYNES

shots of fires and explosions, the
movie provides more than a few
moments of humor even while a
poison well (people will do anything
to make a profit) is burning at one
of the jobs that requires the team's
expertise.

Daniel Day-Lewis as Daniel
Plainview in "There Will Be Blood"
The striking thing about the film
is how relevant the issues seem 30
years later. It is an interesting film
but also a sad commentary on the
American cowboys who have hung
up their hats to pursue money in an
industry that is driven by profits.
Weren't Wayne's famous characters
the riders who rode into town to check
the oil barons of Texas, and now he
is putting out their fires? What other
characters from our American canon
will have to divert their attention to
oil? Will Batman's newest nemesis
be Oil Man? Will Judd Apatow's
newest film be about a group of
guys on an oilrig in the middle of the
ocean? There is a certain innocence
to "Hellfighters," but the naivety
shouldn't have lasted 30 years.
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student bonus cash
EXCLUSIVE

OFFER

Additional savings just for college and trade school
students, recent grads and grad students

1_

GREG BLANTON
STAFF WRITER

George Clooney's
reputation for being
"Leatherheads"
one 0f today's most
April 4
diverse actors has
earned further support with "Leatherheads." The film, set in 1925
when professional football was still in its infancy, follows Dodge Connolly (Clooney), a football hero determined to drive his team to success. When Dodge brings in Carter Rutherford
(John Krasinski) to the team, a young college
football star and World War I hero, the two men
become bitter off-field rivals competing for the
affection of Lexie Littleton (Renee Zellweger).
Trie film is a raucous romantic comedy that
should no doubt be a blockbuster hit.

See Web site for S500 Student Bonus Cash Official Program Rules • www.FordDrivesU.com/College.
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY TO ENTER THE FORD DRIVES U: TO THE "REEL" WORLD SWEEPSTAKES. Sweepstakes is open to legal residents of the 48 contiguous United States and
District of Columbia who are at least 18 years of age and currently enrolled as a part-time or full-time student at a nationally accredited U.S. college or university and possess a valid U.S.
driver's license. Sweepstakes commences at 12:00:01 PM on March 15,2008 and ends at 11:59:59 PM on December 31,2008. Sweepstakes is subject to Official Rules. For complete prize
descriptions and approximate retail values or to obtain Official Rules, log onto www.FordDrivesU.com/College. VOID IN ALASKA AND HAWAII AND WHERE PROHIBITED BY LAW.

™

An adaptation of
Scott Smith's novel
of the same name,
'The Ruins"
"The Ruins" is
April 4
a horror film that
chronicles a group
of friends on vacation in Mexico. The group's
leisurely holiday becomes, quite literally, a
horror story when they follow another tourist
to an archaeological dig in the jungle where
the friends meet a gruesome fate. Given
the fact that the trailer alone has audiences
covering their eyes in fear, the actual film is
sure to be scare and gross out audiences,
just like your average horror flick should.

The
Discovery
Channel
pretty
much has the best
shows in television right now. DC
does not waste time with so-called "reality" television, nor does it follow any other ■
trends. Its programming is fresh, original
and always interesting. One such program is
"MythBusters," a popular DC favorite that follows special-effects experts Jamie Hyneman
and Adam Savage as they test the validity of
urban myths and popular rumors. The show
is funny, interesting, educational and, unlike
"reality" shows, is actually real.
"MythBusters:
Collection 3"
April 8

Starring John C.
Reilly, this parody
of Johnny Cash's
biopic, "Walk the
Line," met the press with mixed reviews.
Some appreciated the childish and crude
humor, while others felt that the parody was
a grave insult to the legacy of Johnny Cash.
Whatever your stance, owning the DVD
wouldn't be such a bad idea. Chances are,
if you're a lady, your boyfriend probably loves
the film, while if you're a dude, all your homies
probably love it too. So whether you rendezvous with a boyfriend or with your bros, "Walk
Hard" is a reliable DVD to have handy.

"Walk Hard: The
Dewey Cox Story"
April 8

New Directions in Thinking about Gender,
Science and Modernity
The familiar response to this question is that women already are modern
in developed, industrialized societies; it is to be hoped that the rest of the
world's women, and their brothers, join them as rapidly as possible. Yet
critics point out that modernity, its sciences and their philosophies, have
invariably been defined against whatever counts as feminine and 'primitive.' Are they right? If so, what is to be done?

7 p.m., Thursday
April 10, 2008
Strom Thurmond
Institute
Self Auditorium

Sandra Harding,
Philosopher of Science
Professor of Education and
Women's Studies at UCLA
Phi Beta Kappa Visiting Scholar

w Th* Clemson University Chapter of Phi Beta Kappa, the Department of
5K3S 2il£S£E S*l Thurmond Institute, the Women's Studies Program,
JeShoun Honors CoUege, and the College of Architecture, Arts and Humaruhes.
.A

An Open Invitation to a Free Lecture

In the late '80s
and early '90s, art"Help Wanted"
rock band Jane's
EricAvery
Addiction was at
April 8
its pinnacle. Then,
inexplicably, the
group's co-founder
and bassist, Eric Avery, quit. The bassist
remained an enigma, refusing to take part in
the group's several reunions and did not play
on Jane's 2003 record, "Strays." Meanwhile,
Avery was musical nomad, playing for everyone from Alanis Morissette to Smashing
Pumpkins, auditioning for Metallica and considering another for Tool. Now, Avery is making a comeback with his first solo record,
"Help Wanted."
If you've ever been
"When Angels and
to a men's basketSerpents Dance"
ball game here at
P.O.D.
Littlejohn Coliseum,
April 8
then perhaps you
recall the heavy-metal intro song that blasts
through the speakers before each game.
The name of the song is "Lights Out," and
the name of the band is P.O.D. The group is
also responsible for other popular songs like
"Boom" and "Alive." The group is now set to
release their seventh studio record, the third
in five years, adding yet another chapter to
the group's story.
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TANNER MASSEY

COOL KIDS PLAY PRETEND

i"WF 'YQecbnnicnl Systems

CHARLIE AND SAM SELLOUT
Check the new shades,
bro. Pretty sweet
huh?

What the hell has
happened to you,
Sam? Wearing
sunglasses; saying
"bro" all N
the
time..

R. JOSEPH
Chill, dudebro. I'm just
being cool so we can get
a corporate sponsorship
from Ray Ban to play
these brighj^video

Do you really think
that will work,
Sam?

games.
trust me bro, it's)
gonna be
BRAWESOME!
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HAND-HOLDING OTTERS

P. BROWNSON

With the recent announcement
of using birth control to handle the
squirrel overpopulation crisis the
pro-life religious squirrel right answers
with protest...
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1 Killed
5 American
Civil Liberties
Union (abbr.)
9 Absent
13 Goddess
14 Cafes
15 Dada
16 Car rental
agency
17 Car manufacturer
18 Prissy
19 Beer type
21 Athletic fields
23 Pick
24 Guilty or not
25 Igneous rock
28 Woman's
saddle horse

31
32
34
36
37
38
39
41
43
44
46
48
49
50
53
57
58
60
61

Acting (abbr.)
Black
Tuber
Expected
Caesar's three
Straw
Writer
Bombeck
Cattle farm
Cornet
Tarmac
City in the former USSR
Grieve
Gruesome
Ancient Greek
city
No beef
Audio-system
Rodeo animal
Fake butter
Alack's partner

62 Cubic deci63
64
65
66

metre
Russian Marx
"as you
Fencing sword
Joint

DOWN

1 Pillow cover-

ing

2 Jacob's son
3 Little
4
5
6
7
8
9

Mermaid's
love
Hand towel
Fable writer
Bludgeon
Movie star
Taylor
Normally
Shows up

10 Advise
11 Capital of
Western
Samoa
12 Sweet potatoes
14 Swell
20 Conger
22 Game official
24 Terror
25 Invited
26 Sporty car
brand
27 Plant trunks
28 Purpose
29 Guiding principles
30 Many months
Onion roll
35 Starling
40 Notify
41 Proportional
42 Roman satirist

43 Any
poisonous
herb
45 Whack
47 Morse code
dot
49 Literature
50 George
Bernard
51 Heap
52 Far away
53 Particle

54 Zeal
55 Ecological
communities

56 Only
59 Rend
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Coconut-Crusted Chicken in an
Apricot Marinade
by Kelly Croughwell
Serves: 2
Heat vegetable oil in skillet on medium
2 Boneless skinless chicken breasts
(about 1 lb. total weight)
1 10-ounce jar of apricot jam (or 1 cup)
1

packet Good Seasons Italian Seasons

Dressings Mix
1 7-ounce package shredded

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feh. 18)
When we say "Viva la Juerga," you'll
know what to do. At least, we hope
so. You'll know what to do, right? I
thought so.

Aries (March 21-April 19)
Stock up on the ibuprofen and
acetaminophen. After this weekend's
multiple romps under the covers,
you're going to need it. Rough night?
Literally and figuratively.
TaiirUS (April 20-May 20)
A highly eccentric positioning of Mars
and the asteroid belt tells me you're
going to total your car this week. For a
replacement, try a 1984 Ford Escort.
That's all you're going to have money
to pay for after your spinal fusion
operation.
Gem\n\ (May 21-June 21)
Stupid is as stupid does, but sexy is as
sexy dresses. Remember that.
Cancer (June 22-July 22)
I sense two of your roommates just
bloodied each other up a bit. Run for
the pepper spray, or the crowbar. Your
choice.
Leo (July 2$-Aug. 22)
Spiritual resilience is hard to come by.
You have to'be strong, yet you need
it most when you're at your weakest.
This blatantly unfair paradox has been
paid for by yours truly: God. Now back
to our regularly scheduled divinations.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
With only a short month or so until
the semester's out, get cracking on
your New Year's resolution: study!
Go to Fike too. Yes, I'm talking to
you, self. Stop writing these damn
horoscopes, get off your lazy ass and
do something!
Libra fSepf.23-Ocf.22j
The equidistance of Mercury, Earth
and Saturn bodes ill for your future
viability as a father. Invest in the only
lifetime guarantee: a spot at your local
sperm bank.

Remove chicken from bags and pat dry
with paper towels.

sweetened coconut (or 2 2/3 cups)
2 large eggs whites
Vi cup flour

Take out three large plates. Mix flour
with 1 tablespoon dressing mix in one.
Beat eggs whites on another plate. Place

Enough vegetable oil to coat your skillet

coconut in the third.

about Vi inch up sides
Dredge chicken in flour mixture; shake

TimeOut

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
Don't share your roommate's combs
or hairbrush unless you really, truly
want to use a special shampoo for the
next month and bum your clothes.

heat for about 15 minutes before adding
chicken.

off excess.
Rinse chicken with water and pat dry with
paper towels.

Dip chicken in egg whites, then press into
coconut.

Place each breast in a separate quartTurn over and press into coconut to coat

sized zip-top bag.

both sides.
Pound out until % inch thick with either

We're always looking for hardworking, creative, goofy additions
to our staff. If you're interested in
writing, editing, or making graphics
or comic strips for TimeOut, contact
us at timeout@thetigernews.com.

meat mallet or side of aluminum can.
Open bags and sprinkle each side of
breasts with Vi teaspoon seasonings mix.

Place chicken, one at a time, into hot oil;
fry each side for 2-3 minutes, or until both
sides are evenly browned, but not burnt.

Add Vi cup apricot jam into each bag;

Remove with tongs and drain over

coat evenly.

several paper towels. Serve warm.

Marinate in the refrigerator 6-8 hours.

Come take a tour...
Model homes almost finished.
Designed for independent student living, these individual,
fully-detached homes, each with its own fireplace, are set in
the wooded surroundings of Clemson's natural beauty.
Craftsman style homes, private landscaped grounds
& sophisticated amenities make for the perfect
setting to enjoy the most college has to offer!

Premiere student living
• Resort-style pool
• Oversized putting green
• Outdoor lodge and fireplace
• Wide front porch; each with
full-size, outdoor stone fireplace
• Four bedrooms each with
private bath & walk-in closets
• Spacious kitchen with granite
countertops & island bar

August '08 move in!
Lease now and move in early! Complete^
your lease agreement and move in July
2008 and don't pay rent until August!

•^ The Reserve

Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
In your next engineering lecture,
question everything your professor
says. Cite Godwin's Law, and then
make a reference to Israel. He'll love it.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)

The Woodlands -fc 0?^.

THE HOMES at

CLEMSON, SOUTH CAROLINA

The vandalism on the first floor walls in
Cooper is actually quite entertaining.
Read it sometime; makes for great
conversation.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Congratulations! Wait a few days if
you're confused. I'm sure he or she
will be adorable (and look just like his
daddy).

• *••*•***
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Ask a chef

Get out this summer.

with Caitlin Baker
I
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Explore your interests.
Get ahead on credits.
Delve into your favorite subject.

Over 300 courses offered from May to August.

M ay m ester/
Summer Sessions
843.953.4831
www.cofc.edu/~summer
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Q: I've been trying my luck in
the kitchen lately, starting with the
basics, but 1 haven't been able to cook
anything successfully because I can't
even get the water in the pot to start
boiling. What am I doing wrong?
A: First of all, make sure that
you've put enough water in the pot.
Whatever you're cooking usually
needs to be covered in the water, not
submerged, just covered. Second, for
boiling, make sure that you turn the
burner on high because if you put
it on low or medium heat, it will
take forever. Finally, do not watch
the pot. As the old adage says, "A
watched pot never boils." If you
can't successfully complete each of
these steps, do yourself and others a
favor by finding another hobby.
Q: I really love to eat grilled
cheese sandwiches that my roommate
makes for me, but lately she's gotten
tired of cooking one every time I ask.
She told me that I had to start doing
it myself, but when I tried to cook the
sandwich, it stuck to the pan. Any
suggestions?
A: The first lesson in cooking
anything in a skillet or frying pan is
to grease the pan with butter, margarine or non-stick cooking spray. If
you don't do this, the bread will easily stick to the pan and then you're
stuck without a decent grilled cheese
and with a mess to clean up when
washing the dishes. In order to keep
your sandwich from sticking, just
put a small square of butter in the
pan once you begin to heat the pan.
Allow the butter to melt, and then
place your sandwich in the pan. Be
sure to put butter on both sides of the
bread or the other side will stick once

you flip it
over. If that
doesn't work, you could
always ask your roommate for a lesson since she knows how to cook,
but if she doesn't want to give you a
lesson, Sonic sells awesome grilled
cheese sandwiches.
Q: Every time I try to scramble
eggs, they are really dry, flat and
burnt. I don't know what's going
wrong. People keep saying that
scrambling eggs is the easiest thing
to cook, but I must be missing something. I know I'm not dumb; after
all, I did get accepted into Clemson.
Perhaps my cooking utensils are no
good. Please help.
A: Yes, cooking scrambled eggs
is one of the first things culinary aficionados learn to do. If you cannot
master this skill, your culinary days
are truly over. Start with a non-stick
frying pan. Teflon usually works best.
These directions should help with
your dilemma. Mix the number of
egg yolks and whites that you want to
cook in a bowl along with a spoonful
of water or milk. Then add salt and
pepper if you like. Whisk the eggs,
liquid and salt and pepper together
and then put them in the pan; this
will help make them fluffier. Also,
scramble the eggs over medium heat
because eggs cook really fast which is
why parts of yours are burning before
the rest are cooked. If you can't master this skill, simply go to Bi-Lo and
buy a carton of Egg Beaters. It might
be a little easier to use.

roperties

"Apartment Living With a Personal Touch"
1. Heritage Riverwood- 1BR/1BA ($499-$525), 2BR/2BA ($610-$650)
2. Heritage Pointe - 1BR/1BA ($465), 2BR/1BA ($525)
CONTACT US:
Heritage Riverwood: 654-1130
4. Heritage Station - 1BR/1BA ($425 - includes water and sewer)
Heritage Hills: 653-5506
5. College Street - 1BR/1BA ($325-$365 + $25 for water/sewer)
Heritage Pointe: 653-7717
College Street: 654-1130
6. Westbank - 2BR/1BA ($420-$450)
Visit us
All other locations: 723-5914 ask for Lex
7. Wesley Street- 2BR/1BA ($450)
3. Heritage Hills - 1BR/1BA ($435), 2BR/1BA ($565) +$25 for poolside

8. Stone Ridge - 2BR/2BA ($475)

Online at: www.clemsonapartments.com

9. Vicksburg - 1BR/1BA ($395)
10. Old Central Road - 1BR/1BA ($335)
11. Lindsay Road - 1BR/1BA ($355)
*A11 prices are per apartment and not per person
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TECH from page Dl
been done before on an x86 processor,
but only on a specifically overclocked
machine. This brings us to the question
of whether or not all the processing for
the DirectX 11 will be on the video card
or shared with the processor. Ray tracing involves a lot of processing power
since it basically shoots a ray of light
for each pixel in the frame and traces
where it lands and what it hits. Doing
this 1024x768 times (for a mere standard

computer monitor, nothing HD here!) per
frame nets about 47 million calculations
per second. If the video is generated at 60
frames per second, that's a ridiculously
huge number of calculations. And they
need to be performed in real time. New
cards will probably be required and will
probably be quite pricey, but Microsoft
promises that they will be backwards
compatible this time.
Just keep in mind that DirectX 11
cards won't bring that photo of Angelina
Jolie to life to serve as your new girlfriend. You still need a life.

THE TOP
MOST RIDICULOUS CRAYOLA
CRAYON COLORS
BY ZACH MUSGRAVE

Asparagus. Isn't "Green" good enough for coloring vegetables? Why is asparagus so special it gets its own crayon?
No one likes eating asparagus: I don't, and you probably don't
either. At least give this distinction to a cool vegetable, like the
cucumber. Hell, as a color, it's even lamer than as a vegetable!
All this crayon does is replace "Forest Green" as the top choice
for camouflage.
Wisteria. I'd like to do a survey of fourth graders, just to get
a good mix between booger-eaters and borderline preteens. I
bet not more than five out of 100 actually know what "Wisteria"
is. What was Binney & Smith thinking?! Don't teach a toddler
quantum physics when he doesn't know Newton's laws. That's
stupid. It's also too close to other pathetic colors like "Purple
Mountain's Majesty" and "Manatee."
Fuzzy Wuzzy Brown. "Fuzzy Wuzzy was a bear..." Who
draws naked, hairless bears often enough to warrant giving
them a specialized shade of "Sepia?" Maybe ten people in
the world — half are insane, half are perverted. Many other
children's rhymes deserve their own color more than that
damn middle-aged bear. What abou Little Miss Muffett? She
needs a special crayon for her curds and whey!
Shadow. This is a new low for the American early education system. Rather than teaching kids something like basic
shading techniques, Crayola is just making life easier for all
our first-grade tots who have such difficult lives they can't be
bothered to actually learn art. "Shadow" looks like a washedout brown, slightly reminiscent of cow feces. I mean, when
does a shadow look brown? It's gray or black!
Bittersweet Nothing could be finer than mismatching adjectives
and the respective senses they usually connote. What does color
have to do with taste? I have no idea, but deliberately wrongly
assigning vocabulary words during a kid's formative years borders
on a crime against humanity. Besides, this color looks far too much
like "Salmon." Whafs bitter (or sweet) about that? Salmon's tasty,
but very subtle. So the color and the adjective have two very different meanings. No wonder we're becoming a nation of illiterates.
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"Apples to Water"
A Community-Based

Research Project

• Available to Clomson
undergraduates that
attended Oconee
County high schools
You will:
• Experience teaching,
research 6k. service
learning
• Engage in Creative
Inquiry
• Serve as a role model for
prc-collcge students
Interested parties contact
Cora Allard
(callara@clemson.edu) or
phone: 864-656-0721.
Office is located in G-19
Jordan Hall.

Clemson University and SC LIFii Project faculty
have partnered with the School
District of Oconee County and the
, f
community to offer on opportunity
/ W^~
for Clcmson-stuJcnts from Oconee A \
.,:.
County to participate in a commuYjF
nity -based research project. This
/
multidisplinary project will explore
the pasr, present ami future of Oconee County
through investigating issues such as agricultural
practices (e.g., apple farming), natural and manmade resources, and textile industries (mills). All
the projects will be integrated into a multimedia
product (e.g., DVD, website) that will he available
to the Oconee County community. Clemson
undergraduates will gain appreciation of extension, natural resources and the agricultural heritage of their home communities.
^tM^rvt.* rwded ASAP for Spring
Semester ($6.25/ hr). A 6-week
paid summer internship ($250Avk)
and Fall 2008 Creative Inquiry
class will be required. The project
will continue through May 2009.
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ON THE

PROW

by IVANNAJOHNSON
Being the author of a sex column has
its ups and downs. Most of the time when
people find out I am Ivanna Johnson, they get
excited and tell me how it's the only column
they read in The Tiger, and that they love it. But
from the comments "On the Prowl" gets on The
Tiger's Web site and sent to the newspaper, you would
think it was the most awful thing that happened to Clemson.
One of the last comments I received on one of my articles
was "The student who published this, with the clever fake
name, should be ashamed." I am not ashamed. And the only
reason I don't put my real name with the column is because
I am trying to avoid crazy conservative extremists sending
me death threats.
I don't apologize for anything I have ever said. I am not
the first college student to write openly about sex and the
sexual experience, and I won't be the last. Most major universities in the country run a sex column. From Ivy Leagues
like Yale and Princeton to Catholic institutions like Boston
University and state colleges like California State, the sex
column is not reserved only for liberal public universities.
Topics ranging from ear sex and dildos to masturbation and
pubic hair are all available within the pages of some of the
country's most prestigious college newspapers. And often
they are the most popular articles. The Yale Daily News's
column "Sex and the (Elm) City" has generated more than
250,000 views for a single article.

44
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And don't expect the sex column to
read like a health pamphlet where I lecture
you on the downfalls of multiple partners,
STI statistics and teen pregnancy. While
these issues are relevant and important,
it's not the focus of an opinionated
and entertaining column like "On the
Prowl." I research every article I
write, and everything I write about
usually stems from the personal
experiences of my friends and
myself. I am not making things up
to anger people or even speaking from a minority viewpoint.
I also do not diminish the importance of
anyone's feedback, negative or not. All readers
are
entitled to their own opinion, as is every member
of The Tiger. I will not lecture you on the First Amendment,
but 1 think it's very important the readers not forget the
fundamental principle on which our country was founded:
freedom of speech.
I am not writing this to stop people from hating "On
the Prowl." If you don't like it, that's fine, stop reading it. I
am writing this as my letter to the readers. "On the Prowl"
deserves a place in this paper just as much as a story about
parking services or the president's new building proposal. It
is about one of the many aspects of college life, but it is not
meant to be the authority on what goes on in Clemson. If it
were ever to dissuade you from seeing how great a university and town Clemson is, then it is a shame because "On the
Prowl" doesn't affect the feeling of spirit and pride you have
at the first football tailgate or the nervousness you get before
your first exam. It's simply 600 words a week about the most
basic and natural part of human nature: sex.

A

FINE LINGERIE

We have a full line of
intimate apparel, bath and
body, jewelry, sleepwear,
and more.
Items from Betsey Johnson,
Hanky Panky, Juicy
Couture MOR Cosmetics,
and Spanx, just to name a
few!
Bra tit specialists on staff
everyday - sizes A-J!

NE LINGERIE

s^a
1085X>ld Clemson • Hwy. Seneca. SC 29672
864-654-1044

NEED A PLACE TO CALL
HOME AFTER A LONG DAY OF
WORK, SCHOOL AND PLAY?
ISAQUEENA VILLAGE
TOWNHOMES ARE A WORLD
AWAY FROM THE NOISE OF
LIFE YET CLOSE TO CAMPUS
AND SHOPPING CENTERS.

• 2 BDRMS OVER 1050 SQ FT
• ENCLOSED COURTYARD AND PRIVATE
PATIOS

• SWIMMING POOL
• PET FRIENDLY
• FLEXIBLE LEASE DATES
• RATES START AT $590 W/
WATER/SEWER INCLUDED
UNDER NEW OWNERSHIP AND NEW
MANAGEMENT FOR THE 2008-2009 SEASON!
ISAQUEENA VILLAGE TOWNHOMES
(864)654-6158
abodepropertymgm@bellsouth.net
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of

Oliver Purnell
By Jonathan Yongue
Photos by Brian Schneider

Not only did Coach Purnell get us to the ACC Championship this year, but Clemson's favorite
coach has both amazing fashion sense and facial expressions. TimeOut salutes you, Ollie.
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Welcome
Clemson Students
Your Neighborhood Food Lion is Now Open!
Come visit your Clemson neighborhood Food Lion, where you
can use your Tiger Card for ail your favorite foods. Whether
you need that one special item to get you to your next class or
a whole cart full to get you through the all-nighter, Food Lion
will be there to help. Come on in, we can't wait to see you!

16 Ounce
Select Varieties

$129

1

Value Pack

Assorted
Pork Chops

Now Accepted
at Food Lion

4 Piece Box Hot

Chicken

lb.

2

$■^99

Without MVP Card Regular Retail

Without MVP Card Regular Retail

Ball Park
Beef
Franks

■

Without MVP Card Regular Retail

TotthoS
CnspCri

Store Coupon
Expires 4/08/2008

*fcrffhc>S

Valid only at Food Lion

GispCrusf
~
f3rt/P,>
k

" 107 Canoy lane,
Clarmon, South Carolina

11.S-13.25 Ounce
Select Varieties

ra

Lays Chips
9J-10.9 Ounce
Select Varieties

. Limit 2 Free

Totino's
Party Pizza

Without MVP Card Regular Retail

*■

BU Y ONE, GET ONE

WMVF

FREE

Without MVP Card Regular Retail

I
I
I
I

FREE
GROCERIES

WITH A $25 PURCHASE
k—________

'io otto coupon m,iy I* uM iMlIti
Kkcaupn vm)*c«f>M.ww, —•■
lc.mln.wl, Good only «fowl Uan I
It I •• i .r.h V** D0l«

Prices Good through 4/08/08107 • Canoy Lane, Clemson, South Carolina

4, 2008

